ACHS gets Level II re-accredited status

by Jayvee Limos

Aldersgate
College
High School (ACHS) has
been granted a five-year
reaaccreditation status by the
ACSCU-ACI (Association of
Christian Schools, Colleges
and Universities – Accrediting
Agency,
Incorporated).
During the 33rd ACSCUACI National Assembly held
at the Ritz Hotel at Garden
Oases in Obrero, Davao City
on May 18, 2018, the ACSCUACI spearheaded by Dr.
Betsy Joy B. Tan, President,
announced the attainment of
Level II re-accreditation of the
Junior High School program.

The accreditation results
were announced following a
visit to a pool of ACSCU-ACI
accreditors in November 2017
to assess the school’s Basic
Education Program compliance
to a set of standards in key
areas, including its actions on
the recommendations from
ACSCU-ACI’s resurvey in 2014.
ACSCU-ACI
is
an
“official accrediting body that
evaluates all Christian (nonCatholic) Higher Education
Institutions in the Philippines.”
A C S C U - A C I ’ s
endorsement of a five-year
Level
II
re-accreditation

status reinforces the
accordance of the
program with quality
standards in the
areas of curriculum,
instruction,
research, community
involvement, student
services,
and
facilities,
among
others. It exhibits
the
program’s WELL DONE. SSG Officers of the HIgh School
commitment
to Department together wih the accreditors after the interview
a part of the accreditation screening, November 2017
quality education and as
(Photo by Ryan Ruiz)
continual
process
The
new
five-year
of practice improvement. re-accreditation
status
The
accreditation qualifies ACHS to apply for
status of ACSHS is valid Level
III
accreditation
until
December
2023. by
the
ACSCU-ACI.

Senior hurdles UPCAT, DOST scholarship

by Jayvee Limos

WINNER'S SMILE. Aldersgate's representatives Nica Marabillo and Mr. Zander
Goyagoy(2nd,3rd from left) receiving certificates of recognition for 3rd during the 16th
Provincial Quiz Bee Awarding Ceremony, September 8, 2018. (Contributed Photo)

Tenth grader cops bronze in prov’l Tourism quiz
by Carlet Mueca

Nica Marabillo, a tenth
grader bagged bronze in the
16th Provincial Quiz Bee
held at FTM Food Fiesta,
Bayombong Nueva Vizcaya
on September 8, 2018.
Ranking
third
place,
Marabillo received a certificate
and a cash prize of Php 1,500.00
after besting other contestants
who came from private and
public schools in the province.
Of the 35 quizzers
competing for this year’s most
coveted tourism quiz bee title,

only 12 contenders advanced
to the semi-final round. From
the 12, the top five quizzers
were awarded with certificates
of recognition and cash prizes.
She was trained by all
Araling Panlipunan teachers.
Mr.
Zander
Gayagoy
was her official coach.
“Nica’s winning is an
achievement not only to
the History department but
also to the school as well,”
said Mr. Omar Capayan, the
department head of History.

ACHS intalls CCTV cameras
to curb petty crimes

by Jayvee Limos

Aldersgate
College
High School (ACHS) has
completed the installation
of closed-circuit television
(CCTV) cameras to reinforce
security and to deter bullying
situations on school premises.
In a statement of Mrs.
Marissa J. Taguinod, High
School Principal, she said
equipping all classrooms in
the department with CCTV
cameras
will
guarantee
the safety and security
of students and teachers
while they are in school.
“With the installation
of the CCTV cameras, we
expect to lessen petty crimes,
impose accountability on

students
and
teachers,”
she said in an interview.
Meanwhile,
Taguinod
added that the CCTV cameras
are designed at averting crimes
that might be committed
against students, teachers,
and the school itself, where
crucial learning facilities
should be taken care of.
“With CCTV installed,
everyone will be more behaved
and chances of brawling,
assault and harassment will
be avoided. Cases of theft will
be reduced or eradicated. It
will help monitor activities in
the classroom at a glance. It
will be the eye of the school
continue to page 3

Paul Harvey C. Suarnaba,
a Grade 12 student passed the
University of the Philippines
College
Admission
Test
(UPCAT) held on October
27-28 at Nueva Vizcaya State
University,
Bayombong,
Nueva Vizcaya.
Suarnaba, who is under
the
Science,
Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) strand passed UP
Baguio's minimum University
Predicted Grade of 2.58,
qualifying him to take BA

Local scribes take
spots in DSPC 2018

by Paragon News Team

Language and Literature in the
campus.
Earlier, Suarnaba also
passed the Department of
Science and Technology's
(DOST) scholarship program
for college students for four
successive school years.
"It felt surreal at first...
like it was ony just a dream
maybe bacause I didn't have
high hopes for these [UPCAT
and
DOST
Scholarship
Examination] exams. I just felt
so blessed and ecstatic when I

heared that I passed both of the
tests. I received lots of greeting
and I felt the acclaim from my
colleagues, my teachers, and
even the people in our barangay.
I even had a round of applause
during our graduation. What
matters the most in my opinion
isn't the praise from others but
the fact that I got a scholarship
to help lessen the burdens of
our family and that I may have
inspired others to try even
though it seems impossible at a
glance," he said in an interview.
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Press
Conference
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Aldersgate College High and Management (ABM),
Out of 40 competing
Science,
Technology,
broadcasting teams of secondary School boosted its enrolment 90;
schools
province-wide, rate as it registered a total Engineering, and Mathematics
ACHS Radio Broadcasters, student population of 985 (STEM), 82; and General
despite being a greenhorn in for the school year 2018-2019 Academics (GAs) with 81.
In Junior High School, the
the competition, bagged 7th which is 24% higher compared
place in Radio Broadcasting to the prior school year’s 753. continuous influx of Grade
Playing a big part in the 7 students also contributed
and Script Writing – Filipino.
ACHS
broadcasting escalating population of the to the growing population.
team was led by anchors Micara department is the Senior High Both the Grade 7 and 8
Cris Mangoma and Justin Paul School with a total population showed a constant upswing
Salvacion. Other members of share of 53%. The number of in their enrolment status.
the team were the four field enrollees under the strand 160 students are currently
reporters, Julinne Doliente, Humanities and Social Sciences enrolled in Grade 7; 129
Josiah Policarpio, Josel Noej (HumSS) posted the highest in Grade 8; 93 in Grade
Sopongco,
Sofia
Yvonne figure with 136 followed by 9; and 79 in Grade 10.
Technical-Vocational
The chart compares the
Lumidao, and their stinger, the
Esther Faith Pilaspilas. It was Livelihood (TVL) Track with enrolment for SY 2016-2017,
continue to page 3 135; Accountancy, Business 2017-2018 and SY 2018-2019.
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ACians reach out to the marginalized
by Jayvee Limos

Geared
to
intensify
the sense of community
involvement,
Aldersgate
College High School (ACHS)
spearheaded two Outreach
Programs at Brgy. Dadap
and Aggub, Solano, Nueva
Vizcaya on December 12
and 13, 2018 respectively.
The Community Extension,
Supreme Student Government
(SSG) officers and High School
faculty members engage in
two Community Outreach
Programs where they took the
opportunity to increase their
community involvement and
to become effective citizens.
Inspired by the saying,
“Christmas is the season
of giving,” student leaders,
and
teachers
provided
food,
noodles,
canned
goods and rice to the 190

beneficiaries
from
Brgy.
Dadap on December 12, 2018.
To make the program
more exciting, a raffle
draw
was
initiated.
In his remarks, Hon. Rudy
Paranis, Punong Barangay,
expressed his gratitude to
Aldersgate College for the
five straight years of support
and for all the blessings
they received that day.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Marissa
Taguinod, Principal, proudly
said that the same program will
materialize in Brgy. Aggub to
reach out to more Solanoans.
Mrs.
Leticia
Serrano,
Community
Extension
Director, and Mr. Nelson
Agustin, Outreach Program
Coordinator
extended
their
heartfelt
messages
to
the
beneficiaries.

DANCE SESSION. Community Extension Program, SSG Officers, and the High School Faculty leads the zumba session together
with some citizens of Brgy. Aggub during the Outreach Program , December 12, 2018 (Contributed Photo)

The
extension
and
community
outreach
programs are in response
to the school’s core values
towards the development
of
social
responsibility
among
the
ACians.

12th Intercollegiate confab unfurled

Sports ed clinches back-to-back champ
by Esther Pilaspilas

Spearheaded
by
the
editorial board of the
College
Paragon,
the
12th Intercollegiate Press
Conference was held at the
school’s Audio Visual Room
on October 10-11, 2018.
Students from the seven
colleges, all science classes
of the junior high school,
students of the senior high
school
and
intermediate
pupils of the elementary
school attended the two-day
confab themed “Embracing
ASEAN Integration: Campus
Journalists’ Role in Advancing
Inclusive
Education.”
Several speakers were
invited to give a lecture and
workshop on the different
contested activities. Mr. Jon
Rainier Fernandez, an alumnus
of the high school and a national
delegate in Sportswriting
inspires budding journalists in
his lecture in Sports Writing.
Students also showed
interest as Mr. Carlito
Tambalaque
presented
and
discussed
editorial

VICTORS' POSE. Editors of the High School Paragon Jayvee Karl Limos, Paul Harvey
Suarnaba, and Krisen Vicente, standing side-by-side together with the HS Paragon
Moderator, Mrs. Annabelle Leabres during the Intercollegiate Press Conference awarding
ceremony, October 11, 2018. (Photo by Christine Casayuran)

cartooning
samples.
Several
topics
were
given to the journalists
during
the
workshop.
Dr. Kevin Saquing, a
consistent winning coach
and a school paper adviser
had
his
comprehensive
lecture on copyediting and
headline writing. He also
lectured on news writing and
photojournalism. Workshops
on these fields followed.
Lecture and workshop
on feature writing were done
by Mr. Bejamin Dulatre,

a College Professor, and a
literary writer was the speaker.
Effective
Editorial
writing was lectured by Rev.
Daton Jonathan Palitayan.
The confab culminated
with awarding of medals
and certificates to the top
five winners along with the
top three highest pointers.
Krisen Vicente, the Sports
Editor recaptures the backto-back
champion.
Paul
Harvey Suarnaba, Associate
Editor, placed 2nd followed
by
Jayvee
Karl
Limos.

ACHS lands first runner-up
in NVSU math fest

by Jayvee Limos

With a whopping 20-medal
haul, Aldersgate College
High School’s cream of
the crop in Math shone
in the 5th Nueva Vizcaya
State University (NVSU)
Mathematics Festival last
December 7, 2018, held at
NVSU Bayombong Campus,
Bayombong, Nueva Vizcaya.
In the junior high school
category,
Shawn
Lettro
Watchorna and Sofia Lumidao
received gold medals in
Magic Squares competition;
Alliah Llantada and John
Lander Tan also bagged gold
medals in Math-a-Maze.
Four young math wizards
emerged as bronze medalists
in the competition. They are
James Rilloraza and Josel Noej
Sopongco who competed in
Tangrams; and Ethan Daton
Josh Palitayan and Jonathan
Nidea
who
competed
in the Tower of Hanoi.
In the Senior High School
category, Mark Adolfo Ribunal
and Leika Morales won the top
plum in Math-a-Maze. Lance
Maddela and Gerisa Huab
landed 2nd in Magic Square;
Ferdimar
Macadangdang
Jr. and John Michael Caser
clinched 2nd in Soma Cubes;
Angie Justin Reasonda and
Diana Rose Tangan settled
for 4th place in Tangrams;

Janine Doliente and Francis
Alvin Lilagan secured ranked
4th in Tower of Hanoi; and
Joshua Sabado and Rolando
Dacanay III secured 5th
place in Rubik’s Cube contest.
Aldersgate College High
School defied what it takes
to be a greenhorn after
finishing as 1st runnerup in the overall ranking.
“We did not expect to win
as first runner-up overall
because we only managed
to prepare and practice for
a day. That is the thing that
made me impressed with
the students of AC because
in a short time, and despite
being busy in their academic
lives, they can still prove
themselves in this contest,”
Mr. Tyrone Lopez said, one of
the trainers of the medalists.
“Even my former teachers
in NVSU were impressed
with our students. They
said ‘Ngayon lang kayo
sumali pero kaya niyo
palang Manalo,’” he added.
The victors were trained
by the Math Department
teachers
composed
of
Mrs.
Felicidad
Furigay
(Mathematics
Department
Head), Mr. Tyrone Marcial
Lopez, Ms. Arlen Joy Ramos,
Ms. Valen Grace Patnaan,
and Ms. Maricar Baquiran.

Broken Circuit places 3rd in Battle of the Bands

by Keila Layugan

CHAMP BAND. Music and Arts teachers Mrs. Patricia Ortiz and Mr. Rommel
Capelo, the band members, and Mrs. Marissa Taguinod (left to right), posing for a
photo after the announcements after the flag ceremony, December 10, 2018
(Photo by Jayvee Karl Limos)

Broken Circuit, an allmale band of Aldersgate
College High School wins
third place in St. Mary’s
University’s
Battle
of
the
Bands
competition
on December 8, 2018.
Comprised of grade nine
students Ramon Emmiel
Jasmin, Charles Johannes
Maddela, Nathaniel Talledo,

and Zyron Angel, the band
wowed the audience with
a rock and reggae-fueled
performance of a pre-selected
song “Bulong” and their own
song choice entitled “Baliw”.
“We
never
imagined
reaching that stage, we just
came together as a band to
represent our school. We did
not expect to get the awards

because all of the contenders
were superb,”
Nathaniel
Talledo, the band’s lead
guitarist said in an interview.
The band also took home
the “Best Drummer” and
“Best Bassist” awards in the
persons of Charles Maddela
and Ramon Jasmin, and
a cash prize of Php 2,500.
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ACians get spirited through Spirirual Emphasis week

by Jayvee Limos

Rose Pasion, and Bachelor of
Arts in Church Management
(ABCM) students, followed by
a thanksgiving mass celebrated
by Mrs. Jovelyn Detablan.
Bible
study
sessions
succeeded
and
were
spearheaded by the faculty
members in every department.
HANDS UP. Students and staffs of Aldersgate College dancing to a praise song led by
Day two of the spiritual fete
the AB Church Management students during the opening program of the Spiritual
was accentuated with praise
Emphasis, November 6, 2018. (Photo by Jzem San Agustin)
and worship led by the High
“Aldersgate
College: Emphasis on November 6-7, School praise team and ABCM
Living Under God’s Grace,” 2018 at the AC Quadrangle. students, and was followed by
this year’s theme aimed to
The
celebration another inspirational message
flood every ACian with spirit commenced with a praise and by Mr. Fernando Guyong, a
to transform life and live with worship led by the Aldersgate former National President of
God’s grace as it celebrated School of Arts and Music the United Methodist Young
its two-day annual Spiritual (ASAM) Director, Mrs. Melanie

Adult Fellowship (UMYAF)
and principal of Nueva
Vizcaya
State
University
(NVSU) Laboratory School.
Another
moment
of
reflection, goal-setting and
infilling of God’s grace lighted
up as the Bible study sessions
recommenced after the break.
Commitment hour was
pioneered by Rev. Micah
Ryan Ramel and praying
over for the month’s birthday
celebrators
finalized
the
affair led by Rev. Lay Ciriaco
Galima, the school’s chaplain.

‘Drugs
must be avoided,’ SPI Gomez tells students, teachers
by Jayvee Limos

With the rising cases on
drug abuse, the Philippine
National
Police
(PNP)
of Solano spearheaded a
seminar at the EZE Rooftop
on November 22, 2019, to
raise awareness and give
information to the minorities
on the drawbacks of drug usage.
Police Chief Inspector
Emmanuel Gomez, directorate
for PNP Solano led the seminar
dubbed as “Symposium on Drug
Abuse Prevention, Education
and Control” in line with their
strengthened information and
education campaign about
the ill effects of illegal drugs.
He said teenagers, who are
“easy to lure with”, are the “most
vulnerable” to outside influence.
According to him, the
symposium will not act as a

bridge to exploit the young
people as force multipliers
but as spokespersons to
spread the message that drugs
will only harm their future.
During the symposium,
Gomez and Senior Police
Inspector Novalyn Aggasid
discussed the “Oplan Tokhang”
of President Rodrigo Duterte,
“Project Double-Barrel” of
General Ronald “Bato” dela
Rosa, Juvenile Act effects,
and the causes of drug abuse.
According to Gomez,
peer pressure and family
problems are among the
reasons why a person falls
into the wrong hands.
Furthermore,
Gomez
shared
reasons
why
individuals
should
avoid
using illegal drugs such as its

effect on the human body. drugs and the cons of socialism.
“They must be avoided
Meanwhile,
Gomez
since
they
expressed his fervent hope
are illegal. It
to the youth in spite
can
damage
of
the
worsening
a
person’s
scenario
of
drug
physical
abuse in the country.
appearance
“What’s important
and can
is they [students]
e v e n
are
aware
affect the
of drugs to
psychosocial
shape them
and
spiritual
to become
aspects
of
an
r o l e
individual,” he said.
models
Monica
Rose
and our
Paras, a Grade 12
call to action
student and one of
to
become
the attendees, said
commendable in
the symposium
the future,” he said
has enlightened
in an interview.
them on the
ADVICE EMPHASIS. Police Chief Inspector
harmful effects of Emmanuel Gomez raising his hand during his lecture
to give emphasis to his message, Nov. 22, 2019. (Photo
by Jzem San Agustin)
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BRIGHT SMILES. HS Paragon's
broadcasting group altogether in the
stage as they are awarded during the
Closing Ceremony of DSPC 2018,
Date here. (Photo by Esther Pilaspilas)

held
at
Sta.
Cruz
Pingkian High School,
Kayapa, Nueva Vizcaya
on September 28, 2018.
The team was trained
by Lovely Grace Paulino
and
were
coached
by
Mrs.
Annabelle
Leabres, the Moderator.
The Paragon staffers
also received accolades
for the individual contests
held at Solano High School
on October 14-15, 2018.
The Sports Editor,
Krisen Vicente secured
6th in Sports Writing
Filipino, qualifying him to
the Regional Schools’ Press
Conference which will be
held in Ilagan City, Isabela.
He was joined in the
winners’ circle by Jayvee
Karl Limos, the Editorin-Chief who placed 9th
in Newswriting English;
Paul Harvey Suarnaba,
the
Associate
Editor
who got 9th place in
Photojournalism English;
and, Francis Galima, a
cartoonist who received
9th place in Editorial
Cartooning
English.
They were coached by
Mrs. Annabelle Leabres
and Ms. Blesilda Maxion.

Your Face Sounds Familiar version 2.0 caps UNO celeb 2018

by Jayvee Limos

With hefty headdresses
Suarnaba of Science,
filled
with
meticulous
Te c h n o l o g y,
designs and splendidly
Engineering and
stunning
costumes,
Mathematics
students of Aldersgate
(STEM) Strand
College High School
gained
the
(ACHS) participated in
praise
and
the dynamic event
admiration of
Mr. and Ms.
the crowd when
United Nations
they hooked the
2018 hosted by
crown by thunder,
the History Club held
presenting the
on October 25, 2018.
European
Participants from
c o u n t r y
SWEET SINGING.
Esther Pilaspilas,
different grade levels
Austria,
also
dressed up as Karen
of the junior high
known
as
Carpenter, singing
her impression of
school, including the
the "Eastern
the singer's Close to
representatives
of
Realm”.
you, Oct. 25, 2018.
(Photo
by
Jzem
San
senior high school
Me anw hile,
Agustin)
department, staged
N i c a
their distinctive and
Marabillo
well-carved recycled
and
Yosh
attires to highlight the
Ivan
Magada
national costumes of
of the Grade 10
each chosen country.
left the audience
Aileen
Arquero
overwhelmed
in
and Paul Harvey
their astonishing

costumes and impressive
presentations of Paraguay,
giving them the title for the
junior high school category. The
winners and representatives
were given sashes and
certificates of recognition
signed
by
the
History
Department Head,
Mr.
Omar Capayan and Principal,
Mrs.
Marissa
Taguinod.
Rev.
Daton
Jonathan
Palitayan, keynote speaker
enlightened
the
whole
community of the true meaning
of the organization and he
likewise challenged the students
to be always aware of the role
and mission of the United
Nations and demonstrate
it in their everyday lives.
The atmosphere heated up
as other contested activities
spiced up the celebration
like the Master Chef contest
where each section was
adjudged with the delightful

ways they have reinvented
internationally-known recipes.
Graham Protacio, a Grade
10-Platinum student was
named the winner of the
ACHS’ second edition of
“Your Face Sounds Familiar”
after surpassing five contenders
through
his
impressive
impersonation of former
Georgian revolutionist and
Soviet politician Joseph Stalin.
The Supreme Student
Government officers also
wowed the audience after
unleashing their potentials
in
impersonating
worldknown
personalities
in
their staged performance.
The event was themed “The
Right to Peace: The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights at
70,” which celebrated the 70th
anniversary
of
a
milestone document in the
history of human rights.

SECURING SECURITY.
Schools' CCTV technitian
wiring a new security
camera on the faculty
room, May, 2019.(Photo
by Paul Harvey Suarnaba)

ACHS installs...

from p1

for accountability against
the commission of any petty
crime or destruction of
school properties,” she added.
A total of 22 classrooms
of the Junior and Senior High
School including the faculty
room are already installed
with CCTV cameras.
The CCTVs, whose
installation started in April,
is under the project of the
King and Queen of Hearts
and were implemented
upon the orders of Mrs.
Marissa
J.
Taguinod.
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AC marks 54th Founding Anniversary
by Jayvee Limos

HEROIC FLEX. Grade 11 students of Aldersgate College dancing dressed as the superheroes of the DC Universe during the
cosplay mass demo opening of the school's foundation day celebration, January 31, 2019. (Photo by Jason Agsunod)

Aldersgate College (AC)
commemorated its 54th
Founding Anniversary with
the theme "Giving Thanks
for our Past, Celebrating our
Present, and Transforming
our Future" in a week of
activities
from
January
28 to February 1, 2019.
To
kick-start
the
institution’s
anniversary
week, AC held the Talent
Show of the Candidates for
Mr. and Ms. AC 2019, where
candidates from the seven
departments participated in
the Talent Competition held
at the Center for Strategic
Studies stage and proved to
the crowd that there’s more
to them than striking poses.
Day two of the celebration
accentuated with Tugtugan
sa
AC
where
diverse
student groups showcased
their musicality. The show
was primarily aimed at
promoting ACian talents.
The
major
highlight
of this year’s anniversary
celebration was the search
for Mr. and Ms. AC in which
the beauty-and-brains tilt
comes every year. 		
The multitude filled the
Tomas Dacayo Community
Center with loud cheers
as Senior High School
representatives,
Vafa

Augustus Birung and Desiree
Tawaran, are crowned as
Mr. and Ms. AC 2019.
Hitting two birds with one
stone, the events lined up on
the third day were attuned to
the preparation of props and
floats and final practice for the
playground demonstration.
Continuing the institution’s
anniversary week was a parade
and was immediately followed
by a thanksgiving mass graced
by Rev. Jaime R. Bolusan,
Administrative Pastor of the
United Methodist Church.
It was attended by AC
officials, faculty members,
staff, visitors, and students.
Dressed in flamboyant
and staggering costumes and
fashion accessories, ‘cosplayers’
from the different departments
represented a specific character
as they performed in the
playground demonstration.
Portraying characters of
Flame of Recca (Grade 7), Star
Wars (Grade 8), Naruto (Grade
9), Game of Thrones (Grade
10), and Justice League (Grade
11), the students performed
dances
emphasizing
the
theme of their chosen show.
Adding more excitement
to the week-long activities
were sports and talent shows
attended by students and
employees. Highlighting the

student activities was the
AC Got Talent 3, with R Gift
Guarin of Grade 7-Nickel
was named as this year’s
champion of the high school.
Day five of the celebration
focused on Motorcade and
Recognition of Board Passers.
A Boodle Fight where
the
AC
administration,
faculty and staff, and students
with their bare hands
feasted together on a local
delicacy of ‘inihaw’ and rice,
dominated the AC quadrangle.
Physical
activities
transpired in the afternoon
where
students
enjoyed
playing in the ‘Laro ng Lahi’,
Treasure Hunting, and other
Parlor
Games
facilitated
by the AC employees.
Capping off the week’s
festivities was the Alumni
Night
and
Recognition
of
Board
Passers.
A true testament to
its bright future ahead,
Aldersgate College has now
reached 54 years. Though
challenging
times
have
lied ahead and tested the
strength and versatility of the
institution, all of its employees
stand with the school’s vision
to be a 21st-century university
transforming a global network
of learners for enlightenment,
leadership, and human service.

Prof. Dulatre installs co-curricular organizations officers
by Jayvee Limos

The Supreme Student introductory speech given by
Government (SSG), Parent- Jusper Corpuz, the SSG Internal
Teachers Association (PTA) Vice President who calls for
of Aldersgate College High a challenge to his co-student
School (ACHS) conducted leaders to become efficient and
an oath-taking ceremony effective leaders and being more
on October 29, 2018, held at involved in school activities.
the Center for Strategic
The guest speaker, Prof.
Studies (CSS) stage.
Benjamin Dulatre, Director of
T h e m e d
AC Speech and Drama Club,
“Streaming through the
spoke a very illuminating
Waves of Leadership
message not just on how to
Development
become an
through Unity of
effective
Young Intellectuals,”
l e a d e r
the program was
but
talked
attended by school
about how to
administrators,
begin leading
teachers,
parents,
through selfDULATRE
and
students.
sufficiency
The
ceremony
a
n
d
commenced with an
discipline.

Then it was followed by an
oath-taking of newly-elected
officers of SSG and PTA, and
the rest of the high school
department’s
co-curricular
organizations led by Dulatre.
Recognizing the challenging
message by Dulatre, Jayvee
Karl Limos, SSG President;
Mrs. Flora Castro, Junior High
School PTA President; and
Ptr. Joven Pilaspilas, Senior
High School PTA President,
urged everyone to give a hand
for the benefit of everyone.
Indeed, the event was a
success for all the leaders whom
solemnly pledged on that day
commences the challenge of
effective leaders from a small
group of organization to a bigger
contribution in the community.

Galaxy fair and Science exhibit held

by Amber Mercado

The Galaxy Fair and
Science
Exhibit
which
was held last September
18, 2018 paved way for
ACians to recall and explore
and appreciate scientific
concepts
and
theories.
The whole day activity
gave an avenue for the
students to experience handson activities through their
manipulation of the displayed
science apparatuses at the
EZE Rooftop during the fair.
ACians also had an
experience of wearing threedimensional (3D) glasses as they
watch an interesting 3D film on
caring for the environment.
A short but reflective
lecture was given to students
by the facilitator after the 3D
showing. “It was great watching

a 3D film. I wish the film should
have been that short”, a student
responded in an interview.
“I come to realize the role
I have to do in protecting and
restoring the environment
after I watched the film,”
another student remarked.
The students had also an
experience of being inside a
dome where a planetarium
was set up. They were taught
scientific concepts about the
galaxy through a comprehensive
lecture
of
speakers.
“It was a worthwhile
experience
looking
at
the galaxy in a dome,” a
student said in an interview.
“The dome should have
been wider for us to be able to
lie down and look at the stars
in the sky,” another added.

Dreamer queen turns 63

by Esther Pilaspilas

THRONE KEEPER. AC President Dr. Prescilla Soriano striking a pose on her seat on the
stage as the school celebrates her birthday, November 13, 2018 (Photo by Jzem San Agustin)

Aldersgate College turned
into a Tropical Hawaiian
Luau party, when President
Prescilla Adalem Soriano
celebrated her 63rd birthday
on November 13, 2018.
The
celebration
commenced
with
an
invocation led by the campus
minister, Rev. Lay Ciriaco
Galima. It was followed by
opening remarks by Dr. Divina
Gracia Apolonio, the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
The next part was the

grand entrance of the honoree,
with a special number of the
candidates for Mr. and Ms.
Aldersgate College 2019.
Different
Hawaiianinspired presentations were
showcased
by
different
departments and employees.
They also gave their birthday
gifts and well-wishes to the
celebrator. The President gave
her response with a grateful
heart, saying that the birthday
celebration was one of the
memorable birthdays of her life.

Tawaran finishes 1st runner-up in Ms. Fire Olympics
by Keila Layugan

Desiree
Tawaran,
because all of our efforts
a Grade 11 student,
have bloomed. I also
the titleholder of Ms.
want to thank the people
Aldersgate College 2019
who
continuously
and AC’s bet for 2nd
supporting
and
Ms. Fire Olympics
helping me even the
nailed
history
pageant is over. I
as she brought
will not achieve this
home the crown
without the support
as 1st runner up.
and advice of my family,
B e s t i n g
teachers, trainers, and
three
candidates
friends. The training
from
other
wasn’t easy but because of
Higher
Education
them and the guidance of
Institutions
the Lord, I achieved one
province-wide,
of my goals,” she said.
Tawaran
also
The Fire Olympics
hooked
the PROUD STANCE. Ms. AC was backed by Nueva
Best in Talent, 2019 Desiree Tawaran boasting Vizcaya Bureau of
set of sashes and
Miss
Wit, another
Fire Protection
certificates from the 2019 Ms.
and
some Fire Olympics,
in celebration of
minor
awards.
Fire Prevention
“I am truly happy
M o n t h .
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Grade 12 students and parents
attend Work Immersion Seminar
by Jayvee Limos

UNITED FORMATION. Grade 7 students in a formation for the Sayawit Competition during the Students' Week, April 11, 2019
(Photo by Jzem San Agustin)

SSG hosts first Students' Week
by Paragon News Team
An enlivening array of
talents and skills of junior and
senior high school students
were showcased as the Supreme
Student Government (SSG)
launched the staging of the
Students’ Week with the theme
“Unity
Amidst
Diversity”
on April 10-11 at the Center
for Strategic Studies stage.
According to Jayvee Karl
Limos, SSG president, he said
the two-day event targets to
empower learners show multiple
intelligence and understanding
of concepts and skills learned,
boost
competence,
and
promote camaraderie through
healthy and friendly contests.
“It is one of the key events,
which we consider as an academic
competition among the whole
studentry. It is a showcase of talents.
Basically, we are showcasing
not only the talents in arts, but
we also promote camaraderie,”
he said in an interview.
"This is to show that
Aldersgate College, as an

academic institution, is not
only emphasizing the academic
excellence of our learners but also
their skills and talents," he said.
The students’ learnings and
talents through different product
and performance exhibits were
presented in the various contests
which include the Sayawit, Mobile
Funny ACian, Arts Exhibit,
Mobile Legends Tournament,
Beat the Heat: Summer Dance
Workshop,
Fashion
Show,
Makeup
Transformation,
Miss Q&A, Booth contest,
and Cleanup Drive challenge.
The winners in diverse
competitions received certificates
and cash prizes from the SSG fund.
Jzem San Agustin, the twotime Miss Q&A winner said,
"Siyempre being the back to
back title holder as the Miss
Q&A is my pleasure and I am so
overwhelemed. Masaya ako dahil
we were given an opportunity as
part of the LGBT [community] to
showcase what we have especially
the pageant was all about our

24 TVL students now TESDA-certified

by Jayvee Limos

24 competent students
of Aldergate College Senior
High School spearheaded
by the Principal Marissa
J. Taguinod under the
Te c h n i c a l - Vo c a t i o n a l Livelihood (TVL) Track
successfully
passed
the
aptitude assessment by
the Technical and Skills
Development
Authority
(TESDA) National Certificate
II (NCII) Caregiving and
Bread and Pastry Production.
Abegail T. Abon, Cyrille
G. Arponeda, Aira Mae N.
Buncag, Leslie S. De Guzman,
Irah G. Dulay, Maxine S.
Gumalog, Xyryll G. Guined,
Angelica
G.
Manzano,
Raquel B. Mina, Monica F.
Rafael, Beverly Gae M. Olay,
and Grace A. Saludares are
the passers for the Bread
and
Pastry
production.
In caregiving, Abegail S.
Aliac, Celedonia Ancheta,
Clarenz
G.
Tolentino,
Andrea Nicole D. Gudoy,
Shyra D. Gabatingan, Jorelyn
Casantusan, Jessica B. Eduarte,
Jamin B. Cadlos, Jane Dimple
J. Garino, Jean Milleny G.

Callejo, Laidel Mae A. Gulla,
and Remalyn M. Bautista
are the passers who will get
NCII which is a passport to
the caregiving and bread and
pastry production industry.
Mr. Arman Orlanda and
Ms. Cherry Ann Abon, TESDA
Teaching
Methodology
(TM) holders at the same
school were their trainers.
“Well, ang masasabi ko lang
naman sa kanila is thank you
and congratulations! Thank
you kasi sinunod nila yung
mga advices ko during their
review and congratulations
because they did well to pass
their assessment though
lagi ko silang prine-pressure
sa review and sa mga oral
reminders ko,” Ms. Cherry
Ann Abon, one of the
trainers said in an interview.
In response to the
thrust of the Department of
Education to qualify high
school graduates, the Senior
High School program gave
opportunities
for
them
to take up the assessment
by the TESDA if they
aren’t able to go to college.

ability and manner those given
questions. Dahil dun, naipakita ko
at ng mga kapwa kong kalahok na
di lang kami basta mga bakla- that
we also have a voice and I’m also
happy that I won fair and square.
Akala ko kasi mananalo yung
pinakamaganda sa amin, though I
think maganda rin naman ako…I
want to emphasize my pleasure na
may ganitong klaseng event and
AC…it gives us freedom and that
feeling of acceptance of who we
are, and that they respect us[the
LGBT community]. I also just want
to add that it is one of my most
unforgettable events in my life."

As preparation for the
Work Immersion subject
integrated into the K-12
Curriculum, Grade 12 Senior
High School students and
parents attended the Work
Immersion
Orientation
Program on December 7,
2018, at the EZE Rooftop.
According to Mrs. Marissa
Taguinod, the Principal, with
the Work Immersion, Grade
12 students would be able
to apply the skills they have
learned in school, familiarize
themselves in the workplace,
and develop new abilities
which would be useful in
their future employment.
The
orientation
was
informative and enlightening
because of the appropriate
topics and competent resource
speakers such as Ms. Blesilda
Maxion, the Work Immersion
Coordinator who gave students
and parents a walkthrough;
Mr. Francisco Cabauatan,
Secretary of Brgy. Quirino;

Ms. Aubrey De Guzman
of the Local Government
Unit (LGU) of Solano, PSI
Novalyn Aggasid, and Mr.
Federico Bolusan, Nurse of
LGU Solano who shared tips
on how to acquire different
clearance
documents.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Prosperita
Matterig, Grade 12 adviser,
shared her knowledge on
Work Immersion Portfolio.
Other speakers include
Mrs.
Annabelle
Leabres,
Dep’t Head of Languages who
discussed Work Immersion
Rules and Regulations, and
Mrs. Patricia Ortiz, MAPEH
Dep’t
Head
where
she
discussed expected behaviors
of the Work Immersion.
The final portion was an
open forum facilitated by Mr.
Genesis Plamo. Students felt
joyful after the successful event
with the fervent hope of being
well-equipped with the skills
and knowledge they need as they
will enter the world of industry.

HS mom celebrates her 53rd birthday, the ACian way
by Jayvee Limos

“Unlucky? Never! Blessed?
Always!” exclaimed Mrs.
Marissa J. Taguinod, the
Principal of Aldersgate College
Science High School during
her 53rd birthday celebration
which was held on March 27,
2019, at the EZE Building.
As a call to celebrate life
and accomplishment, the High
School department rejuvenates
memories
as
everyone
from Grade seven to 12, as
well as the Administration,
faculty, and staff, sent their
warmest wishes and greetings.
Various tributes lined up
on stage, as Grade 7-Nickel
students sent rendered a ukulele
performance, and faculty
members and Supreme Student

Government (SSG) officers
sung their rendition of a
classic “Through the Years”.
Together with the
students who experienced
firsthand the sacrifices
and efforts of their
HAPPY FEAT. HS Principal Mrs. Marissa Taguinod
teachers, ACSHS’ so- blowing the birthday candles after the students sang
birthday song during the surprise birthday party,
called “unsung heroes” the
March 27, 2019 (Photo by Jzem San Agustin)
were also lauded for their
daughter, Rhianni Taguinod.
invaluable contributions to
Significant scenes on her life
the students, school, and were also reminisced, sharing
the country as a whole. those hopes and sacrifices
Lavishing
praise
and leading to where she is now.
attention, ACians gave their
“I am blessed. I am truly
gifts with heartfelt birthday blessed. This is the best
greetings. Taguinod broke birthday ever in my stay in
down in tears after hearing AC,”
emotional
response
a surprise phone call from from the birthday celebrator
Mrs. Rizalyn Esquivel, her capped
the
celebration.
longtime friend, and from her

As the saying goes,
“Christmas is a time to
love.” And so, Aldersgate
College High School (ACHS)
celebrated Christmas with love
through different activities
on December 15, 2018.
Students
enjoyed
the
performance of Christmas
carols from nine choirs that
competed in the first-ever
choral competition. It was
organized by Jayvee Karl Limos
and Mr. Zander Gayagoy
Jr., the Supreme Student
Government (SSG) President
and Adviser, respectively.
Contestants of each group
sang
medley
Christmas
songs and carols for their
five-minute
performances.
Participating sections were

7-Nickel, 8-Silver, 9-Gold,
10-Platinum,
11-Riemann,
11-Gauss,
11-Leibniz,
12-Chaucer, and 12-Coleridge.
The
crowd
strongly
applauded
and
cheered
every
contender
before
and
after
every
song.
The groups filled the
contest venue with joy as they
sing with their hearts and
souls, which were part of this
year’s criteria for judging, with
20 percent given to overall
artistic impression and stage
impact. The other criteria
were performance, 50 percent,
and musicianship, 30 percent.
For
the
first
time,
12-Chaucer pocketed the
top prize of Php 2,000, with
their harmonized vocals and

First
choir contest blasts Christmas celebration
by Jayvee Limos

impeccable song arrangements
getting the judges' nod. The
performance brought the house
down and drew boisterous
cheers and yells from the crowd.
Trailing behind them were
11-Gauss and 12-Coleridge
that landed second and
third
place,
respectively.
The
Broken
Circuit
band performed songs for
the
audience
thereafter.
The string and drum
ensemble also staged songs such
as IV of Spade’s “Mundo” and a
Wham! classic “Last Christmas”.
Awarding of prizes to the
raffle draw winners capped
the program. Ms. Rose Marie
Tuscano, a faculty member,
grabbed the most coveted prize.
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CRIMINAL LIABILITY
AGE be LOWERED?

Should

Children are the hope of the country, laws were made to
protect their rights from abuses, but some take it for granted
and use the law as a shield for their crimes from society.
The government is creating a solution to fix this problem by
an iron fist, but is the country capable of executing the act
properly without aggravating the situation of the children?
On January 22, 2019, the House justice committee
approved House Bill 8858, which will decrease criminal
age liability from 15 to 12. Children and teenagers from
12 to 17, depending on the gravity of the crime, will
be judged by the court upon reaching adulthood at the
age of 18, but until then, they will be subjected to an
intervention program in juvenile care. “The children will
not be put in jail, the government will rehabilitate them.”
If their parents can’t discipline them, then the government
will. Juvenile Care will provide a better environment and
education for the children and guide them to grow up with
a promising second chance. Lowering the HB 8858 was to
correct the children as young as possible since it is easier to
mold younger children’s minds. What the government wants
to implement is good and ideal, but not yet convincingly
possible in this country.
The juvenile care facilities are in a poor state or nonexistent at all. According to the Manila Times written by Glee
Jalea, there are 63 Youth Care facilities built which only 58 are
still operational from the 114 required by the Juvenile Justice
and Welfare Act of 2006. Only a few of those provide quality
care and education services so lessening the age liability
will make it harder to deliver the suitable care that children
needed.
If children had committed a crime, they have nowhere
to put them but in the same prison where criminals were
locked in. Being locked behind bars can cause an even worse
psychological effect on the child. What they see and hear
from real criminals could negatively affect their minds and
personalities. They could experience physical abuse and
sexual violence from fellow delinquents when the guards aren’t
looking, and this is bad for their holistic health, considering
that the situation will stay the same for years.
Ideally, there will be people who will teach the
children to be better citizens, but again, due to the lack
of funds, it is impossible to hire enough staff to supervise
the children, resulting in the same negligence and
abandonment of their previous guardians have given them.
The government wants to fix the country by correcting the
misguided youth. They had ideal plans and goals, but not the
capability to execute it properly. The country is just not ready
for such huge adjustment, perhaps diverting their focus on the
improvement of the juvenile facilities will be more reasonable
to make the children feel the care and love that they couldn’t
receive from home.
THE
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One of my
three-minute
fantasies is to be
in a spot where I
could bear spine,
break free and yell
as loud as possible.
Envisioned
impeccably on my effectively
depleted personality, I was there
on a white-sanded shore, fretfully
taking a gander at the stunning
waves – saving every one of the
hindrances, wanting to truly get
naked, embedding exertion to
overlook life's gag and hums,
and equipping to keep running
as quick as I could until my
toes feel the sea's frigid water.
Restraints before my dive
I,
with
my
mother,
dependably bear to sit down and
discuss about the issues I face in
school or any issue – friendship or
love life, anything truly, anything
under the moon. I recall one time
when I discovered life hammering
on my knees, I saw my mother
hushing quietly on her bed; I push
up the mosquito net and gave her
a tight embrace just to feel I was
her baby once more. I felt her
turn and all of a sudden heard her
articulate: "Paragon na naman?"
Before I knew it, tears have
just flown like a fretful stream.
Taking my garments off
The Paragon had been one
of the conversational subjects my
mom and I chat about for many
years at this point. Why not? She
saw nearly everything. She knew
nearly everything in light of
the fact that I never flounder to
disclose to her everything the high
and low points, she asked me once,
"Jayvee, kamusta na ang bestfriend
mo?" – alluding to the publication.
The Paragon has been an
exceptional friend back then. We
just have had so much together
since day one up to this inexorable
end. Truth be told, the Paragon
made my high school life. Enable
me to recapture the memories in
the previous years I went through
with this student publication,
and together let us rejoin the
prevailing whys and hows.

leadership
is a result of
p e rspi r at i on ,
blood,
and
tears. With just
three to four
Jayvee Karl V. Limos
manpower
working,
we
School
year
2015-2016.
produced a tabloid with up-toMy peers and I entered the
date design, quality inked and
world of campus journalism.
paged, yet with poor editing,
Together, we took the high school
lots of erroneous grammars
publication’s
screening
and
and one hell of a crying slash
placement tests not realizing I'll
blaming
slash
pinpointing
be automatically be positioned
slash report to my office slash
as the new Associate Editor. I
stop the circulation slash
likewise got the opportunity to
roller-coaster ride encounters.
join the annual Division Schools'
Reality Check: Frustrations?
Press Conference later that year
Beyond measures. Intimidations?
and fortunately, I brought home
Lethal.
Discouragements?
I
the fourth spot in Newswriting
feel like more than broken into
tilt which qualified me to vie at
pieces. Somebody who listens
the Regional level. Somewhat
closely to get it? My mother,
bizarre, I was braving out of
alone.
Nevertheless,
eager
my comfort zone and learning
to serve the school through
to accept the vulnerability the
writing? Still, maximum. Dare
position had brought me. And
to pursue writing careers? Still,
by that time, I got acclimated
supreme. Fire to consume pages
with “reality checking” and
of the publication? Still, of its
here’s and here's the way I begun:
summit. Determination to prove
Eager to serve the school
something better? Overflowing.
through writing? Maximum.
School
year
2016-2017.
Dare to pursue writing careers?
Since my first endeavor was a
Supreme. Fire to consume pages
puncturing disappointment, I sat
of the publication? Of its summit.
down for days and made plans to
School
year
2016-2017.
prove to the folks around me and
I was bestowed the responsibility of
most especially to myself that I
leading the publication. Neophyte
didn’t lose my light. That despite
and idealistic, I opted to enter a
everything I could still pull out
door, bolted it up and affirmed
something from myself. That I
not to get out unsuccessful.
did face the position not because
Realitycheck: First meeting
of the scholarship granted on
with the staff? Nail-biting.
me, but for the sake of elevating
Speech during my first seat as
our school publication in school.
the publication's head? Not all
Reality check: Action plans?
that noteworthy. Inspiration
Encoded and comprehensive.
for the staff writers? Scarce
Speech during the staff meeting?
and far-fetched. Dissemination
More profound, right there
of the articles? Triumphant.
pleasing. Inspiration for the
First day I carried a due date?
staff? Demanding, with matching
Staff members, where are you?
shouts.
Dissemination
of
Collection of articles? Hide
minutes, assignments and beats?
and seek. Encoders and layout
Triumphant. First day I carried a
artists? Invisible. Articles to do?
due date? Staff writers, where are
Hundreds. Submitted articles?
you again? Collection of articles?
Poems, literary, essays, poems,
Hide and seek, despite everything
literary, and essays. Where were
I am the "ato". Encoders and
the news or the must-published
layout artist? Where are you
articles? In my imaginations.
in this galaxy? Articles to do?
In a nutshell, the first school
Hundreds. Submitted articles?
paper ever published in my
continue to page 7

An Editor's Journey
through High School

An editor's journey...cont'd
Poems, literary, essays, poems,
literary, and essays. Someone to
help? Same old brand new you.
Where were the news or the mustbe-distributed articles? All things
considered, in my imaginations.
Again, to cut it short,
spearheading a publication issue
was never a piece of cake. Well
in fact, it’s like eating the entire
cake all by yourself, and do
take note, you aren't permitted
to slurp even a glass of water.
Reality
Check:
Disparagements from superior
people? Wow, I need you to do me
the other way around. Blame it on
the head? I forgot, I am the head!
Frustrations? Beyond measures.
Intimidations?
I'm
lifeless.
Discouragements? Tons of them.
Somebody who listens closely
to get it? Not to bother mother
again so, me, alone. Besides,
eager to serve the school through
writing? I already won numerous
laurels and medals for the school.
Dare to pursue writing careers?
Vanishing. Fire to consume pages
of the distribution? Sssshhh, I
lost the lighter. Determination to
prove something better? Another
person may be better than me.
School
year
2018-2019.
I asked various perspectives
from the people around me
about my decision of at long last
venturing down from the EIC's
seat, and synonymously, they
all hit my head with a major
"NO." Seeing some of my grades
fluctuating, I have kept quiet
while I chose to at present, go on.
I was reminded that I entered an
entryway and guaranteed myself
never to go outside unsuccessful.
Reality check: Action plans?
Encoded, flawless, and wellpolished. Speech during the
staff meeting? Most profound,
pleading. Inspiration for the staff?
Demanding, still with sad eyes.
Dissemination of minutes, tasks
and beats? Overly fruitful. First
day of the settled due date?
Perhaps, they went out for
vacation. Collection of articles?
Hide and seek. I enjoyed being
the "ato". Encoders and layout
artist? Will I ever discover you in
another galaxy? Articles to do?
Hundreds. Submitted articles?
Poems, literary, essays, poems,
literary, and essays. Someone to
help? Same old brand new you.
Where were the news or the mustdistributed articles? All things
considered, in my imaginations.
To cut a not really another
variant of the story, history, or
whatever happened basically
on the past, is so hyper and
is enjoying repeating itself.
Disparagements
from
superior people? Wow, I need you
to do me the other way around.
Blame it on the head? I forgot, I am
the head! Frustrations? Beyond
measures. Intimidations? I'm
lifeless. Discouragements? Tons
of them. Somebody who listens
closely to get it? Not to bother
mother again so me, alone. Besides,
eager to serve the school through
writing? I already won numerous
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laurels and medals for the school.
Dare to pursue writing careers?
Vanishing. Fire to consume pages
of the distribution? Sssshhh, I
lost the lighter. Determination to
prove something better? Another
person may be better than me.
Reality check? Disparagements
from superior people? We will
rescind your scholarship! Backing
from my bosses? "Ikaw nalang
sana ang EIC!" Blame it on the
head? I forgot, I am the head.
Disappointments? I'm spoiled.
Discouragements? I'm more than
criminated. Somebody who listens
closely to get it? Not to trouble
anybody any longer so me, alone.
Eager to serve the school
through writing? I am serving
the school with all my heart.
Dare to pursue writing careers?
Once more, kindling. Fire to
consume pages of the production?
I saw where the lighters are.
Determination to prove something
better? I will prove the best,
not "simply something better."
Running Naked

What I have experienced
with spearheading the Paragon
was already history. A history I'd
reminisce every day of my life. With
the Paragon, I figured out how to
swallow the suggestions I had in
my thoughts when I'd preferably
go to the computer laboratory
to encode an article than to go
to my class. With the Paragon,
I acknowledged faults, disdain,
and hatreds from individuals
who, I truly prefer to gratify
much. With Paragon, I served
the school, not perfect but rather
deserving of God's appreciation.
What's more? I'll stop there.
Now, I can say that I never
failed to present to ACian eyes
an innovation for the next-inline writers will design their
composition adventures from.
I can say that I have made a
legacy, through the innovative
designs, write-ups – where I,
with the relentless help of my
colleagues, made out. I never
failed at presenting outside the
four corners of this school how
educated ACian students were
both in utilizing PCs and other
aesthetic software, and most
importantly, how capable an AC
student could be. I never failed
to show to the division, and
the whole region, how love and
art could make a distinction.
What does the student
publication lacks of? Is it an
extremely powerful Chief? –
authoritative, pressure master,
and follow-me-or else? Is it a
subjection of an Editorial Board
that'd spend a religion to compose
articles, encode, design and print?
Is it a moderator who'd stick with
his journalists' plight – be it up
or down? Is it a heap of critics so
great in words but less in actions?
For probably the first
time, kindly given me a
chance to state I accept… .
the Paragon needs a heart!
I, at long last dove in
I'd say, I don’t have regrets.

The Miss
Universe 2018
crowning
Miss Catriona
Gray to be
the 67th Miss
universe that
was recently
held in Bangkok, Thailand
on December 17, 2018. As a
Filipino, many were so proud
of the achievement because,
for the fourth time around,
the Philippines has worn the
crown after crowning Miss
Pia Wurtzbach way back Miss
Universe 2015 that was held
in Las Vegas, USA. People
were cheering and celebrating
about the win of the Pilipinas’
achievement by proving that
they can rule the world or the
“universe” rather. But behind
that celebration was the very
first scandal in the Miss
Universe Organization ever.
Angela Ponce, a 25 years
old transgender woman who
won the crown of Miss Spain,
a model and was the very first
transgender woman who joined
the Miss Universe. Having her
join made another history to
Miss Universe Organization.
Many disapproved, many
were furious about having
a transgender woman in
the pageant. Some were
disappointed
with
the
organization. Why would they
allow a transgender person to
join and compete to a pageant
that is a pageant for naturally
born women only?
Well, it’s true that Miss
Universe is a pageant only
naturally born women can join
but for me, the act that Angela
Ponce did was an act of bravery
and confidence. All of us don’t
want to hear hurtful comments
from others. Hearing hurtful
things may lower your selfesteem and stop believing in
your ability. But despite the
negative comments Angela did,
she continued her journey in
Miss Universe. Not minding the
Truth be told, I have gained much.
The Paragon had made my high
school life. With the Paragon, I
found that I can compose. That
I can go up various stages to
receive a certificate, medal, or
plaque with the talents given by
God Almighty. That even without
training, I could write an article
for a winning piece, I could
click a mouse for an attractive
layout design, and I could draw
up a single publication’s issue,
with scant help. That I could
go to places since I have the
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Embracing
the Rainbow
-Accepting the LGBT Community-

can see the
motives of the
transgender
person that
she
just
Gydel Keila B. Layugan
wanted
to
be a part of
negative and hurtful comments
that pageant
from different persons from and have no intention of
different countries because getting the crown or winning
of not agreeing on letting the the competition. Just pure
transgender woman compete. leadership and encouragement
Her confidence was one of a to the likes of her.
kind not all can do. Instead of
As a fan of Miss Universe, I
letting herself down and let suggest that it shall not happen
people continue to discriminate again and start thinking of
her, she stood up, fought and another pageant for the LGBT
told her real motives in joining Community. After all, Miss
the pageant, it is to be the role Universe is still a pageant
model of the Rainbow flag. for naturally born women
Showing that whatever gender which the Miss Universe
you choose or whatever belief Organization violated at the
you have you can still stand out 67th Miss Universe. Hoping it
and be confident.
wouldn’t happen on the future
"I was born into a world, miss Universe pageants again.
into a society which wasn't And maybe it is time for others
prepared for me. I had the to create other pageantry
support of my family, but I still organizations that allows LGBT
faced discrimination, and I had contestants or an organization
no role models,"
of pageantry having LGBT
"So many children face contestants only. We should
discrimination for being consider the pride of LGBT
different. It is important to tell people not to discriminate
them they have a right to be and shame them of what belief
who they are, who they want they have accepted. We are
to be," she told the Thomson now living in the 21st century
Reuters Foundation through having rainbow flag user is
an interpreter.
normal.
She
encouraged
the
If no one will lead, be the
rainbow Flag members to be leader to lead and fight for what
brave and be proud of who they you think is right that is being
are and whatever others may thrown and not seen. Just like
say shall not affect them. The Miss Spain, if she didn’t show
action of Angela Ponce became bravery and confidence to show
an eye-opening to the Rainbow herself every LGBT members
Flag members and started to be are still hiding because of
proud showed who they were. discrimination, being hurt of
Instead of getting upset and hurtful words or being hurt
being mad about the anomaly, physically just because they are
we should consider it just once. different. All it takes is a leader
Maybe it was the reason for that will start the battle and let
Miss universe organization, others join for we are not an
letting Angela Ponce join the island. Fight for what is right
pageant to be an eye-opener to and don’t keep it to yourself
the likes of her.
because once action may cause
“I don’t need to win Miss a great impact on the future,
Universe, I just need to be either good or bad.
here” in that phrase alone we
talent to truly take me there.
In a nutshell, with the
Paragon, I saw various shades
or hues intricately structured
on human instinct. With the
Paragon, I figured out how to
separate people from chameleons.
With the Paragon, I figured out
how to acknowledge failures
as experiences one needs to
manage so as to grow develop
and improve. With the Paragon,
I figured out how to present with
so much love and enthusiasm.
A promise: No matter what

happens, regardless of where life
drives me, I'd still hold a pen,
give myself a clean sheet of paper,
to write… to persistently write.
I am likewise gearing to further
improve my abilities. Also, be
an incredible columnist or an
essayist sometime in the future.
In this pitiless life, my
companions, there's such an
extensive amount the heart to share
and there's such a great amount of
love to give, so why save? Again
and alwaus, may the Almighty
God favor every one of us!

For our next issue, we are looking for News writers, Literary writers (poems and short stories), Graphic artists/
Cartoonists, Layout artists, Photojournalists,
If you are willing to be trained as a writer, photojournalist, or layout artist, have your name enlisted for the screening. Please
notify Mrs. Annabelle Leabres to be enlisted. You may also email us at theparagon.achs@gmail.com
We hope to see you there!
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Commentaries
Frats and Sororities -

the Good Side

by Nica H. Marabillo

Dokyumentaryo ni Juan Tagalog is a website which
stated that Fraternities and Sororities in the Philippines
are social organizations of men in different colleges
and universities inside the country having a common
purpose, interests, and activities which offer good benefits.
Most of the people when they lend their ears listening about
fraternities and sororities negative ideas usually build up in their
minds. For, they think this involves violent and harsh doings.
Fraternities or sororities give such benefits, one of these is
social networking. The formal installation of a social network is
certainly a core and often-noted benefit of being in a frat or sorority.
Newbies, freshmen either transferees feel out of
place once they enter a new school, failed in looking
for friends, seeking for protection are the type of
people were initiated in fraternities and sororities.
We believe, having no friends is unpleasant for many
students, so joining frat or sorority is either a good way to avoid
isolation or simply a way for a socially-inclined person to quickly
find new friends or bond with frat brothers and sorority sisters.
Next is Academic support. Frats and sororities
support each other for they hold group study
sessions
and
internal
tutoring
for
members.
Such is a benefit, right? Fraternity and Sorority are helpful.
People must stop having a common-public perception that these
organizations have more negative effects instead they provide
support and improve each members performance at school.
The other one is career opportunity, joining fraternity
and sorority also provides advantages for finding a
career after school. Long-running frats and sororities
usually have a strong connection to their alumni.
Therefore, through joining frats and sororities
members have a large opened-window of career
chances. It is easy for them to look for a job after school.
It will not be hard for them to find satisfying work.
Lastly, leadership development. as a veteran member
of the organizations, you have a higher opportunity
to run for an officer position such as a president.
So, through joining frats
or sororities your
leadership attitude will improve and can start a great
opportunity in seeking for a high position. Therefore,
members tend to be more active than non-members.
Aside
from
having
security
and
protection
through joining frats and sorority, this offers large
opportunities and such great benefits. In terms of social,
academic, career and even leadership development.
The problem of the people of our country, they critic
the issues concerning what is right and what is just but the
matter of balancing the benefits is not involved. As moral
essay says: A gift consists not in what is done or given but
in the intention of the giver or doer. Let us try to look at
the good intentions of fraternity and sorority, do not just
focus on its bad sides; things were made for such reasons.

K- 12 Grading, the same old system?

by Ruzetti Carl Mathew A. Apuya
As the curriculum gets revised, reviewed, and reinvented from
time to time, surely one would think that the grading system would
get a decent revision as well. Well not exactly; our curriculum got a
mandatory transformation to K-12 seven years ago under president
Benigno Aquino III, but that’s about it; since it’s quite identical to the
former years of mixed primary and secondary education, grading
systems were also carried out to the latter with just minor changes.
Our current K-12 curriculum works like this: written works
get 20%; quarterly assessments, 20%; and performance task gets
the highest with 60%. Although this is more generalized than
Knowledge, Process, Understanding, Product/Performance
(KPUP), it is actually still bound to being handled the same and for
a reason, they actually feel the same, just given new fancy terms. It is
still that nasty system that uses the old numerical grading wherein
anything above 75% means a pass and anything below is fail.
This is a niche system and it is quite easy to pass here, but that
is the problem. You can pass this system by simply submitting your
performance tasks, and doing written works even if you do not pass
the exam. It is more of a work than understanding what is being taught.
It is great to culture our young generation with hardworking
traits but then we have to head back to the main reason why we
need to study, and it is to educate us but this current grading system
actually just turns you in a person rushing to pass the performance
tasks, rather than a person who can soon save a country.
Although for today, we need more active workers, it is actually a
bad idea to have 90% of our new generation hard working rather than
understanding basic to complex ideas because it leads is to be easily
exploited by greater minds just because of a grading system. With
such a simple fix should suffice by making understanding go hand
in hand with performance rather than making performance bigger.

Korean in K-12?!

Have you
bilingual can
ever heard of
stimulate
news Korean
intellectual
-Foreign vs LocalLanguage
in
growth,
and
the Philippine
enhance mental
Aira Micah H. Dasalla
public schools?
development. 		
What
was
Learning a new
says ask.unimelb.edu. so the
your reaction? Are you one decision is in the hand of the language helps you stimulate the
of those that expressed their students. It is up to them to mind and it keeps mind active.
feelings in social media? take on which elective will they It also gives new opportunities
Are you happy about it? take, elective include German, for one can use what they
It was November 2018 when Nihongo, French, Mandarin have learned in this elective.
the news circulated all over the and Spanish offered by few
There is also a disadvantage
Philippines. Many advocates of pilot schools says sunstar.com. like diverting their focus on
the Filipino language slammed
But there are advantages our native language, instead of
the decision of DepEd. Warning of the Korean language as enriching their capabilities to
that it could lead to erosion of elective in public schools here speak and write correctly. They
Filipino language and identity in the Philippines. According would choose to focus more
says
rappler.com.
on the elective subject.
Many Filipinos also
"Learning a new language gives new Another one it could
expressed their feelings
be useless for they can’t
opportunities
for
one
can
use
what
towards this issue
use it correctly, yes
(Korean
Language
could use it when
they have learned in this elective." they
on K-12). Many got
watching K-drama but
disappointed, mad and some to takelessons.com, it helps the it won’t help them succeed.
are happy about it. But do you younger generation to better It would also take time to
know the truth about it already? understand the Korean culture learn this new language.
The study of Korean and concepts, we all know
But the truth is the Filipino
Language is an elective not that this generation and the language is still a core subject
part of core subjects in Junior younger is drawn into Korean meaning it is not an optional
High School and Senior High Pop or what we call K-POP. subject, you will take it
School. An elective subject Who wouldn’t know the whether you like it or not. So
(also referred to as optional K-POP group BTS? Blackpink? Filipinos cannot forget their
subject) is not compulsory.
or Super Junior? It can also culture, identity, and language
You have a choice as to boost your brainpower, being for they are not Filipinos
which subject you can study
without
their
language.
Tr e a t i n g
alarming and
others as one’s
excruciating to
self would wish
see. Because,
to be treated
how will they
-Students' Disciplineis the basic
achieve a wellprinciple
of
developed
Esther Faith E. Pilaspilas
our
Golden
character
if
Rule. To find
their
manners
responsibilities, which is good,
peace and support from others, but they don’t accept easily that are
drastically
fading?
there must be the highest form they are committing mistakes How will they feel being
of treating others: to show and avoiding corrections. respected if they are the one
respect, especially for elders.
Their mindset on some who is showing disrespect?
As we move beyond the serious things is immature
Nevertheless, the obligation
elementary teachings and while got offended easily when of the elders must raise this
be taken forward to the
it comes to jokes. Complaining, awareness and bring back what
secondary level, we
murmuring and saying harsh juniors formerly used to look
examine first on how to
words are commonly up the seniors. They just need
cope with interactions
used when interacting appreciation and attention.
with the elders. Freshmen
with the elders. They are broken into pieces
find themselves hard to have
T h i s because of what lies in our
the guts to face a higher level
case is very society and need to be healed
like one wrong move, they think
from the wrong mindset.
that elders will throw criticisms.
We
must
discipline
Thus, ended up respecting
the juniors, even ourselves
and
cooperating
them.
about the importance of
However, some
Junior
good manners because our
High School students today
actions and decisions are
seem like they are more
based on what will be the
arrogant and aggressive
outcome of our future.
than higher-level Senior
If the purpose of education
High School students.
is
to
make
a
The way they "We must discipline the juniors, even professional person,
think, act, and speak
ourselves about the importance of the purpose of our
are inappropriate for
existence is to have a
good
manners
because
our
actions
and
their age and level.
sense of morality and
Their behavior shows decisions are based on what will be the discipline.
that they are strong
outcome of our future."
enough to handle

Young Dumb Broke
High School Kids

OPINION

F i v e
what America
Journalists
has to protect
have
been
the journalists.
killed
since
T
h
e
-Journalists' Protection2009
and
Philippines
r e m a i n
should let the
Nica H. Marabillo
unsolved.
lawmakers
C hr istopher
c r e a t e
they were one by one killed?
Lozada was gunned down
The government a law to avoid the lives
as he was driving home with of the Philippines must value of journalists in danger.
Honey Faith Indog Tuyco our journalists. Complete
Kabayan
Representative
in Bislig City in the same security is one of the offers Henry Roque filed House Bill
province last October 24, 2017. which they really and most No 913 or the “ Journalists
We believe, journalists deserve. They must not protection,
security,
and
are the sender of truths in have a very confidential benefits act” a few months ago.
our daily news reports.
This bill must convert
They
even
report
"The journalists of the Philippines to the law immediately.
about unjust killings
The journalists of
end
in
seeking
for
their
protection...
then later on sadly
the
Philippines
they were the victims.
end in seeking for
Lack of protection keeps our
Lozada
us
an
their
protection.
anchor of a daily
We
believe,
it is the
journalists at risk."
radio
commentary
responsibility of our
program he was discovered life which made them government to ensure the
receiving
death
threats have life-threatened living. security
of
journalists.
through text messages last
Lack
of
protection
The Committee to Protect
month and October 12 and 19. Journalists
(CPJ) is an keeps our journalists at risk.
He and other journalists American independent non- Establishing an active law
in the Philippines must be profit,
non-governmental for their protection such as
secured. We know that it is organization based in New the House Bill No 913 or
their responsibility to report York. CPJ aims and promotes the “Journalists protection,
what is right, true and just press freedom and defends security and benefits act” is a
they did not intend to ruin the rights of every journalist. life-saving decision for them.
the image of an individual
The
Department
of Let us erase the image of the
which causes their lives at risk. Justice must recognize this. Philippines as the ‘killing fields
So, who will tell us about the Government of the Philippines of journalists ‘and provide
things we must know if
must create such law relating to enough protection for them.

Protect the Voices

Have you
In fact, as
heard the news
Filipinos are
lately?
Have
multilingual,
you seen some
it has been
-Revival of the Ancient Scriptcampaigns and
said that this
new
trends
is
directly
Paul Harvey C. Suarnaba
on Facebook
correlated
about
the
to
higher
their
names
also
printed
in
revival of the ancient Tagalog
intelligence.
writing
system
called Baybayin. In fact, Boracay has Imagine
having
another
already
made
it
a
local
law.
Baybayin? Most probably,
writing system- this is a whole
Imagine
yourself
having
you'll say yes.
new level!
Yes, we've all seen it. The to study yet again another
Of course, we may also
writing
system.
Anyway,
this
geovernment is somehow
observe downsides here:
trying to push the "semi- has some obvious implications: learning another writing
streamline reuse" of the for one, it is good for us to system may cause confusionlearn what our ancestors used people most probably will have
writing system.
With
the
almost-a- to record everything during a hard time absorbing this,
hundred-percent use of the their times. It is the sense of students having to learn this,
Latin alphabet, is it
requiring additional
"It
is
our
history,
our
identity,
and
still sensible to return
class
hours,
new
the use of the Baybayin our nationalism that is at stake here. If teacher,
businesses
syllabary?
having to replace
no one's going to do it, we may lose an signs, and maybe even
Baybayin is one
of the few ancient important part of us, maybe forever." the technology will
writing systems in
have to adjust in this
the Philippines. It was also
situation. It won't be easy.
mistakenly known as Alibata. identity and nationalism that
Nevertheless, nothing in
we
are
talking
about
here.
The Tagalogs used it during
this world is so easy at first
As Filipinos, it is our duty after all. It takes time for us to
the pre-colonial period of
the Philippines but with the to preserve what distinguishes improve on new things that
introduction of the Latin us from other races. It we meet upon the way. It is
alphabet, Baybayin met its also introduces us into the our history, our identity, and
yesterworld. It opens us to our nationalism that is at stake
deprecation.
With the government's new windows of language and here. If no one's going to do it,
campaign,
establishments art.
we may lose an important part
Another
good
reason
to
like restaurants, department
of us, maybe forever.
stores, malls, and all businesses learn this is that scientists tell
Are you going to let that
us
that
learning
something
out there are required to have
happen? No! You shouldnt!.
new sharpens our mind.

Baybayin Returns
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still a rampant
PROBLEM
-Bullying-

Josiah M. Policarpio
Bullying, in whatever
form it takes, must always
be taken seriously. People
cannot deny the fact that the
amount of bullying happens
in schools increase rapidly.
According to the report of
“Do something organization”
90 percent of children in
grades four and above have
been bullied at some point.
Anyone who says “kids will be
kids,” just doesn’t understand
the problem. Young people
have been damaged for life and
some have taken their own lives
as the direct result of having
been bullied by their peers.
Based on some researches,
bullying is the main reason why
young people commit suicide.
Bullying a peer can technically
be called murder, this can make
a young teen commit suicide
because of the shame that
he or she feels when bullied.
You must avoid judging
every
person
physically
and mentally to lessen the
case of bullying in your
school.
Bullying can be
harmfultothevictimandsuspect,
the victim can be depressed
and commit suicide and the
suspect will have a guilt feeling
that can damage his or her life.
Are you familiar with the
bullying incident in Ateneo
De Manila University? Joaquin

Montes a junior high school
student and a professional
taekwondo player has a viral
video that shows his act of
violence in his co-students.
In this case, the said student
bullied another student and
lead him into dismissal.
Schools have “no-bullying
policy” which students can’t
easily follow because a bully
is natural in a teen's life,
everything is boring without
bully but you must not cross
the limit to the extent that
you are already hurting the
feelings of your friend but for
you, it is just for fun. We must
be sensitive in knowing the
right time to bully to avoid
having your friend annoyed
that can put you into a fight.
Like
most
things,
the real solutions must
begin
in
the
home.
Violent homes produce children
with
violent
tendencies.
Children
mimic
the
behavior of their parents
— plain, pure and simple.
All young people need
to be taught to treat others
with respect and dignity.
They will learn those lessons
in the classroom, at church
or
through
anti-bullying
programs, but they must first
learn those lessons in the home.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Paragon,
I’m glad that the "good problem" of our campus is the
increasing number of students yearly. But it’s sad to see that the
room of the students are insufficient in number and space.
On behalf of the students, to provide rooms, I request and
encourage the one who is authorized for the continuation of the
2nd Floor of CSS building this year, because I don’t think that
limiting the population in the campus is a good idea.
And also, I found the actions of the students disrespectful and
lack of discipline on entering the faculty room. But, I have an idea
in this case. There must be a proof of permission and limitation
of the students to enter the faculty room because it is exclusively
for teachers. This kind of action will not bother the teachers and
students will not receive complains from them
I hope you will grant or deliver my request to the authorized
person because it is greatly needed in order to make the school
better.
- Anonymous
Greetings fellow ACian!
First, we want to thank you for letting us know about your
insights. We really appreciate the gesture.
As for the problem on the shortage of classrooms, the school
is already taking actions to fix the issue. The building of the second
floor of the CSS building has already been started and will be
already used on the next school year to accomodate the expected
increase in the population of the department.
The issue on the students' behavior in entering the faculty
room however has already been adressed and signs were already
posted in the room's doors to spread awareness.
Again, thank you very much for writing.
-Paragon Editors
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be captivated
by our NEW
Vallen Grace Patnaan

by Natalie Amber Mercado
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A teacher motivates their students to work hard in class, understand their students well enough and builds a strong relationship with each other. This
is Ms. Vallen Grace Patnaan, one of the new mentors of Aldersgate College High School. She was born on February 14, 1997 and now 22 years old.
She finished her secondary education at Lawig National High School. She graduated at Ifugao State University (IFSU) with the degree, BS in Education
major in Mathematics. She defines teaching as challenging and stressful but super enjoyable. Ma’am Vallen wants to help develop the discipline and respect of
the students.

Katrina Palaña

Kind, joy, beautiful and hardworking. These are just some words to describe Katrina F. Palaña, the new mentor of Aldersgate College
High School. She can be a trusted source of advice for students weighing important life decisions.
She thinks that the desire to educate can be more fully brought to fulfillment within a loving community of faith. She hope that she can
help her students to believe that they are loved, and to learn how to give that love back to other people through service. “Working here was worth
it because of the love and support of the students” she said.

Tyrone Marcial Lopez

Loyal, kind, charming, honest and responsible are just few words to describe Mr. Tyrone Marcial Lopez, another new mentor of Aldersgate College
High School. He finished his college at Nueva Vizcaya State University (NVSU) Bayombong Campus with the degree, BS in Education major in Mathematics,
Elective in Computer Science.
He is the adviser of Grade 7 Lovelace. He wants to prove and to show “where genius grows and wisdom flows”. He have really enjoyed his teaching
experience here despite all of its hardships and challenges. He found himself in very low points but also in very high points throughout the school year, but he
can clearly see how it has all grown him as a teacher.

Rommel Capelo

Practical, friendly and passionate. These are just some words to describe Mr. Rommel B. Capelo, the new mentor and the winning coach
of Aldersgate College High School. He is 23 years old and likes playing sport activities.
He graduated at Saint Mary’s University (SMU) Bayombong Campus with the degree BS in Education major in MAPEH with CREED.
He defines his school environment as friendly, enjoyable and stress free. He wants to contribute to the school by adding equipments for sport
activities. He also wants to be an inspiration among his students and to others because it’s a big step towards a goal for a teacher like him.

Maricar Baquiran

“When I first started working here, it was like a blank canvas and every moment I felt here was like a brush stroke until it became an impressive
artwork.” These are the wise words of Ms. Maricar Baquiran, another new mentor of Aldersgate College High School. She is 22 years old.
She finished her college degree at Saint Mary’s University (SMU) Bayombong Campus with the degree, BS in Education major in Mathematics. She
becomes a teacher because it’s her father’s dream. She inspire students to ensure their success and encourage them to fulfill their potential. She wants to help
develop the sense of responsibility of the students.

Bryan Bayatan

“Just believe in yourself, nothing is holding you back.” These are the wise words of Mr. Bryan Bayatan, another new mentor of Aldersgate
College High School. He graduated at Nueva Vizcaya State University (NVSU) Bambang Campus with the degree, BS in Education major in Social
Studies.
“Students here are advanced in terms of their knowledge and the staffs are very approachable” he said. He is not only a good teacher, he is also a
great singer too. He is a good communicator and has good management skills. His main goal is to implement student development programs like action
research papers. He always put his heart into teaching.

Rose Marie Tuscano

Life is what you make, this is the guiding principle in life of Ms. Rose Marie Tuscano, one of the new mentors of Aldersgate College High School. She
graduated at Bestlink College of the Philippines along Novaliches Quezon City. She is now 25 years old.
In her teaching experience, she learned how to appreciate little things and how to care for others. She choose teaching as her profession because she said
it’s her passion and dream. And also because she loves teaching and sharing her knowledge to everyone. She defines teaching as supercalifragilisticexpialidocious,
exciting and challenging. For her, a successful teacher is responsible, has a soft heart to her students and treat them like her own children.

Prosperita Marites Matterig

A person who is friendly, kind, jolly, this is how Mrs. Prosperita Marites Matterig, a new mentor of Aldersgate College High School. She
graduated at Saint Mary’s University with a degree BS in Accounting and a Master in Public Administration graduate at Aldersgate College.
She wants to help students conquer their fear about accounting, wants to inspire them and have that belief in themselves when they decide
to enroll in the Accountancy, Business and Management (ABM) strand. In her teaching experience, she learned to have a deeper understanding
of the life of young students. She chose teaching as her profession because she always wanted to be like her mother who is a retired principal and
a teacher for 36 years. “A teacher always has to look good inside and out. She has to manifest values worth emulatings” she quoted.

Jazimiel Jerameel Pascua

Patient, dedicated and caring, this is how Mr. Jazimiel Jerameel Pascua describes himself, one of the new teachers in Aldersgate College High School.
He was born on June 11, 1995 and now 23 years old. He is the adviser of Grade 8 Hollerith.
Before he became a teacher, he was once a student at Solano High School and finished his college at Nueva Vizcaya State University (NVSU) Bambang
Campus with the degree BS in Education major in Social Studies. He defines teaching as a noblest profession. Because of his students, he learned how to be
friendly. He wants to make changes in the lives of students in ACHS.

Graniel Miranda

“I want my students to have a better learning or a 21st century experience.” This is the goal of Mr. Graniel G. Miranda, another new
mentor of Aldersgate COllege High School. He is fully respected by the students. He makes his lessons very fun and exciting.
He is 21 years old. He graduated at Nueva Vizcaya State University (NVSU) with the degree, BS in Education major in English. Sir
Graniel wants to be a part in molding students to be the best that they can be. “I didn’t choose teaching as my profession, teaching choose me,”
he quoted.
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Those were such memorable nights, weren't they?

by Nathalie Amber Mercado
It was a magical night when the stars descended from heaven and danced the enchanting
affair away. All I can see are beautiful faces shining in the marvelous formal attire.
Nineteenth of February, year 2019 – the much anticipated day of every grade 9 and grade 10
students of Aldersgate College where stunning and masculinity paved the way for a truly remarkable
night held at the Tomas Dacayo Community Center. The Juniors' Promenade
commenced at 3 o’clock in the afternoon as headed by the Masters of Ceremony, Sir Nelson
M. Agustin and Ma’am Katrina Fernandez Palana. The processional marked the start
o f
the program starting with entrance of symbols, junior representatives and advisers.
As they were presented one by one in their stunning gowns and classy suits
and ties, it is indeed amusing to witness the beauty and striking persona of each
student. Moreover, Mother Philippines Gydel Keila Layugan delivered her speech.
Afterwards, Alma Mater, Nica Marabillo delivered her touching message.
Followed by the candle and flowers ceremony, singing Auld Lang Syne.
After, each partner was lighting their candles and was singing “One Little Candle”
and formed a circle and sung the song “Good Luck, Good Health, God Bless You”.
Everyone was amazed with Colleen Rachel Anne Nidea’s inspirational speech
and song of Maria Clara. Afterwards, April Dianne Capuno, handing the key of
responsibility to Jolina Mary Omingle who humbly accepted and promised to
continue the tradition of academic excellence of Aldersgate College.
The latter part of the entourage presented the grade 9 students of
cotillion, followed by class presentations 9-Gold presented their waltz,
9-Pascal, cha-cha, 10-Platinum, swing and 10-Babbage , tango.
Came the time for the abundance of the sumptuous dinner
buffet where their social etiquette was tested. As they witnessed the
tribute in a heart wrenching yet witty powerpoint presentation, tears and
laughter dominated the hearts of every grade 10 students as photographs
and memories brought back what was about to be left behind. A roller
coaster of emotions astounded by every grade 10 students as April
Dianne Capuno brought them brilliant and well thought Class Prophecystating every single dream the students hope for to become 10 years from now.
After the ceremonies and all, finally came the time for the students to dance to the beat with
their 15 dances. There were also special dance, student and teachers dance and surprise dance. As
the dusk of the night approaches, the verdict of who the Promenade Royalties were chosen.
The Prom Prince was Mr. Zyron Angel and Ms. Sarah Louisse Olazo was declared as the
Prom Princess. Finally, after a minute or two of thrilling excitement, Mr. Shan Baturiano was
declared as the Prom King 2019 and the Prom Queen 2019, was Ms. Majesty Kate Dacayo.
Highschool life would definitely be imperfect without the Prom Night. It was indeed a night
to remember- a night that made a mark on everybody’s heart, a first and last in a lifetime. A night
that marked the memory where we wore our first long gowns or suits and ties. A night where, for
once, or twice, made us feel that we can be princes and princesses not only in our imaginations nut
in real life as well. Enchanting and fairytale-ish moments don’t only lie beneath the covers of our
old storybooks. It was manifested under the beat of music and the glitz of lights, a manifestation
brought forth by a Junior’s Promenade.

by Stephanie Joy Kindahan

Before the new journey of Aldersgate College Senior
High School Students begin, the school wants them to have
a wonderful memory that they can remember for a lifetime: A
night of prestige, luxury and dance held last May 17, 2019, at the
Rooftop of Aldersgate College.
The doors swung open as the seniors of different sections
walked their way through the blue carpet wearing
glamorous shinning and shimmering attires,
and masks that suit the party’s motif. Advisers
of different sections – Mrs. Prosperita Marites
Matterig, Ms. Blessida Maxion, Ms. Leah Hisalago,
Mr. Zander Gayagoy, Mr. Genesis Leonel Plamo, Mr.
Graniel Miranda including the junior high school
teachers and of course the principal, Mrs. Marissa
taguinod and the like in their alluring shining
shimmering attires that can totally keep up
with the seniors.
The ever beautiful Ma’am Mia Kristina
Lim and ever handsome Sir Bryan Bayatan
were the Masters of Ceremony for the night, with
their wit and humor, they led the said party. An
inspirational message was also delivered by
the beloved Principal, telling the students
who got to attend the ball how lucky they
are because not all the graduating students
made it to the said ball.
The party went well as it is going until the most
awaited part begin, the dance. Males were wearing
their pleasing looks standing in front of the ladies they
desired to dance. And so, couples danced on the floor gracefully
feeling the romantic ambiance.
Filled with joy and laughter, everyone was enjoying
the night, the Graduation Ball was the Grade 12
students’ final tide of joy and memories with the company of
every person who joined their ride throughout their journey in
senior high school.
But of course, the ball was not just for the students to bond
with their friends, it’s also the time for them to dance with their
adviser who help them a lot throughout the year. Each sections
were given their own moment to dance with their adviser, a sweet
and a party dance.
Before the night ends, the handsome Mr. Jayvee Karl
Limos and beautiful Ms. Abigail Gumiran won the title, King and
Queen of the Night. For the last minute, the King was given a
chance to dance with her Queen.

M y 18th Birthday Gift

by Stephanie Joy Kindahan
Since I was a child, I have fantasized of traveling abroad, visiting the country’s most famous tourist spot. And
at the age of 18, I’ve never expected that I would visit the beautiful country of Taiwan as a birthday gift from my
mom.
October 25, 2018. I arrived at the prestigious Taiwan Taouyuan International
Airport, a bit afraid and nervous because for the first time I’m away
from home. But just for a short period of time, because the moment I
saw my mother and auntie waiting for me I felt at home again.
For my 10 day stay in Taiwan, I have spent some quality time
with my mother through visiting many tourist spots like the Chiang
Kai-shek Memorial Hall, Yehliu Geopark, and
the infamous Taipei 101 building. I’ve also got
the chance to hang out with my aunties, we got t o
ride in the Maokong Gondola or cable cars, got to see the animals at the Taipei Zoo, visited the New Palace
Museum, and lastly we went to the Shuangxi Park to have a glimpse of the Giant Lily Pads. I’ve also got to
experience to ride in a subway train on our way to the Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall.
But of course going to Taiwan was not just all about visiting from places to places, I’ve also got to experience the
hard work that every DH OFW makes. During my visit in Taiwan, I stayed at the house of the employer of my mom,
I’ve got to help her with the household chores. A day before I spent some time with my aunties, me and my mom went to
her part time job. I’ve got to wipe the couch and table, map the floor, and arrange some stuff. But despite that, I enjoyed
it because I’ve to spend some time with her.
Some girls may want a grand birthday gift for their 18th birthday, while for me I just opted for a simple one, to spend
more time with my mom.

Photos from Stephanie Kindahan
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A celebration just for the students?!

SSG launches Students' Week 2019!
Every school has their own activities to make
and help other students not to show their talents
but also showing the real meaning of happiness.
The STUDENTS’ WEEK is the most amazing event
that launched by the Supreme Student Government
in Aldersgate College. It aims to enable students
demonstrate multiple intelligences and understanding
of concepts and skills learned, enhance competence,
and foster camaraderie through healthy and friendly
competitions. It was held in AC’s quadrangle on April
11-12.
The students are given the opportunity to
show their abilities or hidden talents with the help
of this event. Despite of their hectic schedules in
the academics, the Students' Week made the school
year of the students more memorable that they will
never forget the smiles on their faces for the principal
allowed the students made this event possible
These are the activities that happened in
Students' Week:
1. Clean Up Drive Challenge
Challenges were made and SSG Organization
encouraged every students each grade to pick up
trash scattered all over the school grounds filling
two garbage bags and having a groufie together with
their adviser and the garbage bags having it posted on
facebook with a #Students’Week #CleanUpDrive
2. Sayawit Competition

by Esther Faith Pilaspilas

6. Fashion Show
Every section cannot deny that there are goodlooking, charming asset and talented on modeling.
3. Booth Competition
The selected boy student on their section are told to
Creativity of each grade was shown by wear their own design of trendy style of males. Their
thinking of what they could create to enjoy the whole originality, confidence, grooming and deportment are
Students’ Week and not
judged.
just enjoying but also
7. FunnyAcians
help earning for school’s
Every person needs to laugh
fund
and be entertained on funny shows
4. Ms. Q and A
to escape stress and tiredness. This
Aldersgate
contest is for the students who are
College is an open
superb on the stage, performing
school
where
this
funny dance, jokes and wearing
school accept LGBTQ+
fancy/ funny clothes. The audience
community
and
watched them joyously and filled
allowing
students
the place full of laughter.
express their true self.
8. Make-upTransformation
Inspired by the tv show
Each grade level have one
Students' Week Activity posters by Esther Faith Pilaspilas
Showtime, every gays
representative model with a make
inside the school were called to show how great they up artist. The models took a picture of them before the
are in answering questions.
contest begins. Their makeup looks are exposed like
5.ML Tournament
International & national artists and some made their
The most famous mobile game nowadays. own looks.
Students from AC were never left behind and was 9. ArtsExhibit
also addicted to the so-called game. Many students
To the name itself, showing students each
especially boys showed how great they are at playing section their talent in art.
e-games.
This competition showed unity of grades 7
and 8 students of Aldersgate College.
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Have you ever joined pageants before?

by Esther Faith Pilaspilas

Desiree: Yes, I was crowned as Ms. Lakambini 2014 when I was grade 7 at Sta. Isabela National High school, Mountain Province.
Vafa: No. It was my first time to join a pageant.

Are there people tried to push you down in joining the pageant?

Desiree: None. But, of course, there are people who are criticizing and I don’t mind them, because I believe in myself I can do it.
Vafa: I don’t give a damn.

What drove you to get the crown? Who are your inspirations in joining the pageant?

Desiree: My inspirations are my family, because I know that they are proud of me. And also, to the people who are supporting me continuously. I value their big
supports for me and I want to bring back their efforts with my success.
Vafa: My family, my parents.

What changes do you observed to yourself after winning the pageant?

Desiree: It boost my confidence because I see myself as a quiet person, weak on social interaction
before. Through pageant, I learned how to accept myself who really I am.
Vafa: None, because I still feel a normal student.

What is the amazing thing about winning the title and winning the crown?

Desiree: Everything is amazing. Winning the crown makes me more optimistic.
Vafa: Greetings!

What is/are your advocacy/ies that you really want to create awareness but
unfortunately the numbers in that case are rising?
Desiree: Fire prevention awareness. Fire is a common problem that must
take seriously. Because of the irresponsibility of the people, I want to help
minimize that case so that some people will not encounter this tragedy.
Vafa: Proper waste management. A common problem but crucial,

because it is not yet solved. And also, I want to raise awareness about discrimination,
depression and health for they affect the students’ study habit.
Are you willing to be the voice or the one who is taking an action over the pressures
in the campus? Why?

Desiree: Yes. Like what others said, once you won in the pageant, you must be the role
model of simplicity, integrity and morality—that’s my responsibility. And I choose to take
an action, because promise without action is useless.
Vafa: Yes, as a student and Mr. AC 2019, I have the privilege to act and speak for

it’s my advocacy.

DESIREE W. TAWARAN
Ms. AC 2019

VAFA AUGUSTUS A. BIRUNG
Ms. AC 2019

Photo by Ruzetti Carl Matthew Apuya

SCIENCE
BIOS URN
There's Life After Life

When we die, we become
nothing but memories. While a
tombstone is a great reminder
of our lives on earth, but we are
also running out of cemetery
space in this world.
However, we have a
good news. There will be a
continuation of our purpose in
this planet once we’re buried in
the ground.
Bios Urn is a biodegradable
urn designed to convert you into
a tree after you die. The urn is
made using 100% biodegradable
materials,
coconut
shell,
compacted peat, and cellulose.
It has two parts: a top capsule
with the proper medium to
allow complete germination
of the seed, and a bottom
cone where you can place the
cremated ashes. Once the urn
starts the decomposing process,
the tree roots are already strong
enough to contact the ashes and
grow through the Bios Urn. . It

Adapted by: Esther Faith Pilaspilas
works with any seed, but the into the natural cycle of life by
company itself offers 3 options allowing to become a tree when
for Philippine customers: the you die.
fire tree, mahogany and acacia.
"Imagine visiting your loved
The urn, which retails for ones in forests, not graveyards.
8,500 php, can be
We see a greener
used for both
world with Bios
human and
Urn. We celebrate
pet. And you can
life through turning ashes
also use it with old ashes,
into trees. We redefine
just transfer them into
life after death.
the Bios Urn and plant
What
would
it where you want. The
you prefer to leave
urn planters don’t
behind: a tombstone or
have an expiration
a tree?" reads a post by
date, so you can buy it
Bios on Facebook.
and keep it saved for a
long time.
We think death is
one of the most
Source:boredpanda.
significant moments
com
in human life, so we
want to convert it into
a transformation and
a return to life through
nature. Bios Urn aims
to reintroduce man

Is This The Missing Link?
Adapted by Esther Faith Pilaspilas

(CNN) — Ancient
bones and teeth found in
Callao Cave in the Philippines
have led to the discovery of a
previously unknown species
related to humans called
Homo luzonensis, according
to a new study. The fossils
belonged to two adults and
one child who lived between
50,000 and 67,000 years ago.
This
time
frame
means
luzonensis
would
have lived at the same time
as Neanderthals, Denisovans,
Homo sapiens and the smallbodied Homo floresiensis.
Like other extinct hominins,
luzonensis is more of a close
relative than a direct ancestor.

In 2007, a single foot bone was
found in the cave and dated
to 67,000 years ago. During
excavations in 2011 and 2015,
researchers found 12 additional
hand and foot bones, including
a partial femur and teeth, in
the same layer of the cave.
The researchers have named
the new species luzonensis
because of where it was
found on the island of Luzon.
They are now the
earliest human remains found
in the Philippines. Previously,
Homo
sapiens
remains
were found on Palawan
island and dated to between
30,000 and 40,000 years ago.
But
what
makes

luzonensis different from other
species? It's all in the distinct
premolar teeth, which vary
considerably from anything
identified in the other species
belonging to the Homo genus.
The seven premolars
and molars are smaller and
more simplified than those of
other species. Although some
of the characteristics can be
compared to Homo erectus and
Homo sapiens, the teeth and jaw
features remain distinct as far as
the odd features they combine.
This factor, along with the fact
that the researchers haven't
been able to remove DNA
from the fossils, makes it
difficult to determine where
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Coffee is Endangered...
Really?!
Adapted by Esther Faith Pilaspilas
If you think climate change
is some far-fetched myth that
won’t affect us in the near
future, then think again.
As
published
by
Science Advances, our favorite
morning booster is officially considered
endangered, as 60% of the 125 wild coffee
species in the world are now threatened with extinction, thanks
to diseases, climate change, and deforestation.
Included in the endangered list is Arabica, which is
responsible for around 70% of the world’s supply of coffee. It’s
notable for being pretty difficult to grow, as it cannot survive
under intense heat and droughts – which are byproducts of
climate change.
While we do not directly drink these wild variants (as
we consume farm-grown coffee), they are used to genetically
enhance the ones we do against diseases, insects and increasingly
warmer climates.
Losing them, therefore, will be a huge blow to the world’s
coffee production overall, as our mainstream coffees will
eventually succumb to these unfavorable environmental
pressures.
So if you can’t imagine losing your fave Starbucks Frap for
good, then it’s about time you did your part in saving the world.
We can think of a few places to start with, such as Manila Bay,
perhaps?

luzonensis fits, evolution-wise.
The two hand bones and
three
foot
bones
also
show a unique anatomy.
Although
separated
by millions of years of
evolution, luzonensis' toe
bone
strongly
resembles
that
of
Australopithecus
afarensis, or the famed "Lucy"
fossil.
Australopithecus
lived between 2.9 million
and 3.9 million years ago.
The finger bone also resembles
that of Australopithecus, as
well as early Homo species.
The finger and toe bones are
curved, like those of early
hominins, likely suggesting
that climbing was important

to their lifestyle and survival.
"If you take each
feature one by one, you will
also find it in one or several
hominin species, but if you
take the whole combination
of features, no other species
of the genus Homo is similar,
thus indicating that they
belong to a new species," said
Florent Détroit, study author
and
paleoanthropologist
at the National Museum of
Natural History in Paris.
Source: https://cnnphilippines.
com/world/2019/4/11/
new-hominin-discoveryphilippines-luzon.

First image of BLACKHOLE already of our history

by Josiah Policarpio
Astronomers announced last April 10, 2019 that at last they had captured an image of the unobservablea black hole, a cosmic abyss so deep and dense that not even light can escape it.
For years, and for all the mounting scientific evidence, black holes have remained marooned in the
imaginations of artists and the algorithms of splashy computer models of the kind used in Christopher
Nolan's outer-space epic “Interstellar.” Now they are more real than ever.
“We have seen what we thought was invisible,” said Shep Doeleman, an astronomer at the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics, and director of the effort to capture the image, during a Wednesday
news conference in Washington, D.C.
Based on the article published by Dennis Overbye, the image of a lopsided ring of light surrounding
a dark circle deep in the heart of a galaxy known as Messier 87, some 55 million light-years away from Earth,
resembled the Eye of Sauron, a reminder yet again of the implacable power of nature. It is a smoke ring framing
a one-way portal to eternity.
To capture the image, astronomers reached across intergalactic space to Messier 87, or M87, a giant
galaxy in the constellation Virgo. There, a black hole several billion times more massive than the sun is unleashing
a violent jet of energy some 5,000 light-years into space.
The image emerged from two years of computer analysis of observations from a network of radio antennas
called the Event Horizon Telescope. In all, eight radio observatories on six mountains and four continents observed the
galaxy in Virgo on and off for 10 days in April 2017.
This black hole has already been tackled by Albert Einstein hundred years ago when he brought the study of gravity and the image
that we saw is just the proof that Einstein’s theory is right.
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IT's okay not to be okay

Mental Health Problem
is a common issue yet less
prioritized by most of the
students. They think having
this problem must be consulted
less than physical health. Since
mental health issue is only
gaining attention, people still
have to know what to do in
times of breakdowns.
There are some reasons
why it’s okay not to be okay:
Human. Not feeling okay
confirms you are a human.
You have feelings, emotions
and a beating heart. There
are ups and downs just like in

ECG Monitor. When the line
becomes straight, it means your
a non-living thing, perhaps,
dead.
Perfection. It is not
always possible to be the
best version of ourselves.
We all commit mistakes
in the first place. Our
brain is still developing to
see what are your limits.
Sadness. It is ok to
be sad at times. Through
that, you can fight against
stigma attached to mental
health, because you are
developing maturity.

Improvement. Not feeling
okay is one step closer to feeling
better. It will enhance our
strength, mind and personality.
Learning. The rational
part of teen’s brain isn’t
fully
developed.
Learn to look at
your brighter
side,
but
be prepared
for dark times
by learning the
bad experiences
before.

Technology: the trend of the
century. Over the past decades,
technology is rapidly growing
more and more. Everyday,
many professional discover
and invent something new to
make life easier. But, in this
technological age, people tend to
forget about our environment.
As technology grows, the
environment degrades. As a
teenager, as a student, how can
I use technology to promote
the preservation of the
environment?
Nowadays, if you are going
to 100k anywhere, you will
notice something. If there are
persons, there are smartphones
and other than that you can
also see the environment as it
slowly turns into a wasteland.
Smartphone nowadays have
many uses. It is mainly used
for communication. From text
messaging, calling, to the use
of the worldwide web, messages
can easily reach everyone who
has access to it.

In the said conditions, Social
media can be easily used for
the goal. In just a few taps, you
can share your thoughts. This
is used commonly nowadays
to make everyone aware of the
problem, but it seems like only
few cares about it.
If I were to use technology, I
would also use social media, but
I will make a call for action and
I myself, will make a concrete
action with the use of social
media, I will post something
about the environment with
the goal of touching everyone’s
heart. I will also try to make
a network of groups that
advocates the preservation of
the environment. It would be
like a spider web from many
few persons with the advocate,
we will help each other form
groups that will soon grow to a
global network. Through this,
a nationwide or worldwide
campaign would be easily reach
different parts of the world. As
this group or network groups,

projects will be conducted
to promote environmental
awareness like the common tree
planting and clean up drives.
The effects of this project would
be shared again on Facebook it is
just like feeding itself. If we have
a large group of these persons,
policies and projects can also
be pushed through the
help of the environment,
where we could still
use technology. We
can
persuade
the
commission
that regulates
the use of
mobile networks to
have an at least weekly
broadcast message about this.
If those plans would be
materialized, a large part of
the population would know
about it, connecting everyone,
helping each other, working
together to make this world a
world of beauty through the
help of everyone that benefits
from it.

Technology:A Tool for Environment’s Preservation

Science News

Plastic-eating bacteria found in Zambales
by Jayvee Karl Limos

The Philippines may
have been drawn as one of
the top contributors to half of
the world's plastic pollution
but the discovery of bacteria
that can defeat the resistance
of plastic degradation can be
revolutionary.
Just last year, researchers
from the biology department
of the University of the
Philippines-Baguio discovered
traces of bacteria in Poon Bato
Spring, Zambales were found
to be capable of "eating" or
biodegrading plastic.
Out of the original
nine strains taken from
the spring, four strains of
bacteria were seen to be
capable of biodegrading lowdensity polythylene (LDPE),
commonly used in plastic bags,

cling wrap, shampoo bottles
and other containers.
LDPE is "a commonlyused packaging material that
is resistant to degradation
under natural conditions" and
"contributes to environmental
pollution".
T h r o u g h
enrichment culture
procedures,
the
bacterial
strains
were able to use the LDPE
as their sole carbon source,
reducing the weight of
plastic between 5.1% to
9.9% just after 90 days of
incubation.
Headed by researchers
Denisse Yans dela Torre, Lee
delos Santos, Mari Louise
Reyes and Ronan Baculi, the
study inferred that the natural

alkaline spring Poon Bato
Spring that contains calcium,
magnesium, sulfate, chloride
and iron provided the alkaline
pH that supports the growth
of this
bacteria.
T h e
s t u d y
said,
"The
results
showed
that
selected
microorganisms
exhibited
great
potential
for
L D P E
biodegradation, a
discovery which
can be used in reducing solid
waste currently accumulating
in natural environments."
(with reports from GMA
News)

Should we

"
p
o
h
s
"Photo genes?
by Paul Harvey Suarnaba

Recent advancements in science enable us to discover
new ways to solve problems and improve technologies that
require more intricate processes in the past. One of these
inventions includes the ability to edit DNAs.
First off, what's the purpose of editing genes? The process
of "making better breeds" has been a practice for a long time
already- we have done selective breeding by choosing the best
crops and planting it and doing the process over and over
again until the desired characteristic is perfected and is used
to have better produce.
However, selective breeding takes lots of time. You have
to wait for each generation's product which means even just
in the case of the simple rice plant that every generation takes
five months to complete, it would take years to accomplish
the goal considering the time to grow it over and over again,
choosing the best in every generation and this is not yet even
certain when are you going to get that ideal characteristic in
your produce.
Yes, it sounds good that we can do this in plants. In fact,
most products sold in our stores right now are selectively
bred
and some of them are even genetically modified just
for
us to have larger kernels of corn or maybe tastier
apples. But how about doing this to humans or to
be precise, to human embryos?
Scientists may use genetic engineering
to modify DNA- to remove, to add, to change
strands that correspond to a specific function. A good
application for this is on the removal of strands that
enables us to catch diseases and/or illnesses like HIV or
cancer or maybe even as simple as a common cold!
Just imagine living in a world where we can move
more freely, knowing that were safer and less vulnerable to
these problems. Isn't it great? The problem is that there are
scientists and people that speculates about other implications
of this method.
This has been long debated in the scientific community.
Most countries and organizations don't agree with the idea
of "editing" DNAs of humans. Let's just try to think of it for
some moment.
Imagine having a baby bred to be the most intelligent
people in the world, or maybe a Filipino child engineered to
be the greatest singer in the world. That may not sound so
right when we're going to think of it. The point is that with the
wide range of application of it, it can raise some ethical issues
that in theory maybe good, but morally, it isn't that sound.
First, safety. Currently, the scientists' methods of genetic
engineering, though proven to be effective and highly accurate,
we cannot still say that it is already foolproof. There's still a
chunk of uncertainty right there. What if this experiment
causes the accidental inventin of a very dangerous disease? It
may endanger the life of the baby, the mother, and even the
humanity as one!
Another issue with this is that you cannot just have the
consent an embryo. We can say that we can have the parents'
say on this but still, they're deciding for someone else's life.
Of course we also have a problem on equity. We
should consider the fact that even with the legalization and
acceptance of this, still it is not accesible to everybody. Only
those people with power may be able to use it and that just
sound so wrong and unfair.
This may also break the morals of cultural and religious
groups. We have different belief systems when one thing can
be just fine for us where it isn't for others and this is one of
those things.
We've gone a long way already. We have discovered such
marvelous things that greatly contributes in the advancement
of the civilization. We cannot deny that these discoveries
brought us where we are right now.
It isn't just good nor just bad. It depends. Power, when
given to the right hands, make things better but worse if not.
It is your own choice where to turn your face to.
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TEAM'S TRIUMPH. Intramurals 2018 champion team Flaming Phoenix
boasting award banners and the golden trophy award for the HS Department
during the awarding ceremony, December 3, 2018. (Photo by Jason Agsunod)

Phoenix
dominates Intrams '18
by Julius Fabro

Electronic
games
or
E-games will
be introduced
finally as first
time in the
history
in
the Southeast Asian Games
(SEAG). The announcement
was supported and made by
a lifestyle brand for gamers –
Razer. Stated by him e-games
should be legitimized as one of
the true-world class sporting
contest. E-Games as an sport,
even though it do not include
much physical strength but
mental capability and skill
much do. Including electronic
games in sports will engage
new generation set of gaming
fans.
Moonton, the official
publisher of ‘Mobile Legends:
Bang Bang” was emerged to be

AC claims first...

from p15

they only had two weeks to
prepare and complete all of the
routines.
“Two
weeks
kaming
nagprepare bago sumalang
sa cheerdance. Sa two weeks
na ‘yon, siyempre hindi
naging madali kasi nga first
time naming sumabak sa
Cheerdance. Meron din yung
times na gusto ng mag-give
up ng ibang dancers dahil sa
hirap ng mga routine pero
in-encourage parin namin na
huwag silang mag-back out

No-sweat Games
in the olympics

entertainment
i n du s t r y.
Professiona l
-Adapting Modern Fadsg a m e r s
contribute
Nica H. Marabillo
a
lot
in
leveling upthe
a game partner of the e-sports
entertainment industry. So,
events. ‘‘Mobile Legends: Bang
making e-games as sport in
Bang” is the e-gaming mostly
many international games
played by Filipinos in the
like Southeast Asian Games
Philippines. A lot of citizen
will encourage more fans or
see ‘Mobile Legends: Bang
idolization on e-games will be
Bang (ML) as destruction and
rampant.
a negative effect in people who
Electronic games hook a
are addicted to it, but through
lot of gamer hearts. Some use
SEAG which imposed ML
it as a hobby then it could be a
to be added in sport events
profession or skill. Electronic
this will open the mind of all
games could have good and
that skill in playing the said
bad effects to players but bad
electronic game will engage
effects will not be a problem
and improve the mental
if an individual is disciplined
strategy of gamers.
and well-mannered person. If
Professional
gaming
you play wisely you will play
became a big factor in
healthily and safely.
dahil masasayang lang yung
pagod at hirap nila,” he said.
But just like how they
got the judges’ nod this year,
Gayagoy is having the same
tactic without any expectations
and just to perfectly execute
their finer and faster routine
for next year.
“Ngayon na kami ang
defending champion, siyempre
paghuhusayan at magpapractice pa kami ng husto,
magpapasabog ng bongga para
sa AC ulit ang kampyonato.

Kung ano man yung mga mali
noon, hindi na dapat ulitin
pa dahil we learned from our
mistakes,” he punctuated.
Meanwhile, Saint Louis
School, the now-dethroned
two-time defending champion,
ended up for second in the
podium. Uddiawan National
High School landed third;
Solano High School and New
Dalton High School settled
for the fourth and fifth spots,
respectively.

The
grade
10
sparring representative.
student Taekwondo
He tried to sweep away
player Ceejay Abon
the gold medal from
bags a bronze
thereigning champs
medal
from
cagayan
valley
Cagayan Valley
but falls short and
Regional Athletic
took home a bronze
Association
medal.
(CAVRAA)
meet
However,
he
held at Diffun Quirino
bested two other
last March 1.
players from Isabela
The 16 year old is
and the hosting quirino
currrently studying at
but for his third bout
Aldersgate
College
he was beaten by the
and one of the Nueva
contestant from the
PROUD. Vizcaya's and AC's Pride
V i z c a y a ’ s STANDING
Ceejay Abon showcasing his awards from the

reigning champs .
"I’ve been to cavraa many
times but still not qualified to
become a pambansang palaro
player," said abon.
“But I still take that bronze
medal as a victory and as an
experience, I’ll take home the
gold medal next cavraa meet as
I plan to participate again”
“He didn’t take that bronze
medal as a loss instead took it
as an experience and reminded
him that he needs more
practice,”Abon’s friend stated.

CAVRAA qualifier bags bronze medal
by Julius Fabro

CAVRAA Meet, March 1, 2019. (Contributed photo)

Facing against five other
teams, Flaming Phoenix (Unit 4)
soared their way through to bring
home this year's Intramurals
crown in the Junior Division,
December 3, 2018.
Finishing off with 10 gold
medals, seven silver medals, and
two bronze medals, Phoenix
dominated
the
2018
AC
Intramurals.
Unit 5, Dexterous Beavers
fell short with (6) gold medals (8)
silver medals (7) bronze medals
with a total of 21 medals.
Unit 6 Ferocious Jaguars got

(3) gold medals (4) silver medals
(7) bronze medals with a total of
14 medals.
Unit 1 Invincible Unicorns
had (4) gold medals (3) silver
medals (5) bronze medals with a
total of 12 medals.
With the same medal count,
Unit 3 Mighty Rhinos had (4)
gold medals (5) silver medals (3)
bronze medals with a total of 12
medals.
Unit 2 Tenacious Hornets got
(1) gold medal (6) silver medals
(3) bronze medals with a total of
11 medals.

Intramurals 2018 Summary of Scores

FLYING KICK. Philippines' representatives Janna Dominique Oliva, Rinna
Babanto, and Juvenile Faye Crisostomo(left to right) exhibiting Taekwondo
moves in the Asian Games 2018, Jakarta Indonesia (Photo from spin.ph)

AC claims
cheerdance

by Jayvee Limos

first
title

Aldersgate College High
School swooped down on its
unsuspecting competition
and pulled off a stunning
title win in the 3rd Mayor's
Cup Inter-High School
Cheer Dance competition
on March 16, 2019 at the
Tomas Dacayo Community
Center.
Dancing
with
an
astonishing
pulled
off
routines,
the
ACHS
Cheerdance team defied what
it takes to be a greenhorn and
thwarted Saint Louis School’s
quest for a three-peat and
bagged its first Cheerdance
championship.
Mr. Zander Gayagoy,
who was one of their trainees,
said they have butterflies in
their stomachs prior to the
competition.
“Sobra ang tuwa naming
dahil nasungkit namin ang
tropeyo kahit may pagdududa
noong una dahil nga sa first
time sumali ang AC High
School ng Cheerdance.
Noong una, sobrang kabado
kami kasi hindi namin
alam kung maganda ba ang
magiging outcome ng sayaw,
pero nanalig parin ang aming
grupo na magiging champion
ang AC. Palagi lang naming
sinasabi sa mga dancers na
mag-enjoy lang sila at maging
humble kung ano ang
magiging
resulta
ng
kompetisyon,” he said in an
interview.
Gayagoy also revealed
that some of the dancers
almost gave up because
continue to page 15

AC alumna conquers 2018 ASIAN Games

by Julius Fabro

Juvenile Faye Crisostomo,
Rinna Babanto and Janna
Dominique Oliva gave the
Philippines its second medal
in the 2018 Asian Games
after nabbing bronze in the
taekwondo women's team
poomsae on Sunday, August
19 in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Finishing with 7.11 points
against Korea's Yeowon Gwak,
Dongah Choi and Jaeeun Park,
who garnered 8.020 points, the
Filipinas fell short of their bid
to nail at least a top two finish.
Still, the Filipina trio said
the bronze was more than
enough.
“Hindi po namin in-expect
na magbo-bronze po kami
kasi ang kalaban po namin

before mag-medal is 'yung
host country po, Indonesia.
So super proud and honored,
blessed po,” said Crisostomo, a
Far Eastern University student.
The Philippines downed
Hong Kong, 8.00-7.49, in the
Round of 16 before narrowly
beating host Indonesia in the
quarterfinals, 8.070-8.040.
"Nung nag-flash po 'yung
score, parang hindi pa po
namin na-compute agad, kung
kami po ba 'yung panalo or sila
po. So noong nag-blink na po
'yung red, tapos winner ang
Philippines," Crisostomo said
of the victory over Indonesia
that assured them of at least a
bronze medal.
Crisostomo, an alumna of

Aldersgate College Elementary
and High School also gave
pride and honor not only to
her Alma Mater but also to the
country as she bagged Bronze
Medal for the Philippine
National Taekwondo Team
in the Taekwondo Poomsae
Team Competition during the
2017 Southeast Asian (SEA)
Games in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, in August 2017.
She also joined the ASEAN
Taekwondo Championship and
garnered Gold Medal for the
individual freestyle and Silver
Medal for the Team Event in
2016.
She also joined in previous
years
various
taekwondo
championship
competitions

held in Myanmar, Indonesia,
Uzbekistan, China, Singapore
and Korea; and brought home
bronze, silver and gold medals
for the country.
She started her taekwondo
with the Philippine Taekwondo
Association during her stay
Nueva before moving to Manila
for her college studies. She is
now a fourth year student at
Far Eastern University (FEU)
Manila taking Interdisciplinary
Studies.
Dreaming to be a part of
the Philippine Team, truly, it's
not out of reach for her because
her performance is a test to her
skill.

Mark Kramer Pastrana of Streetboys stars Zumba Bida 2018

by Jayvee Limos

The Aldersgate College
quadrangle was turned to a
big dance floor from playing
field of athletes on November
27, 2018, as the Aldersgate
College Fitness Club drew
hundreds of ACians to the
venue to dance their way to
fitness.
The opening set for the
Zumba Fiesta Party was led
by ZIN Kate Sibayan together
with TML Dance Crew while
the main set was made even
fierier with ZIN Mark Kramer
Pastrana as the frontrunner.
Pastrana is renowned as a
co-member of Jhong Hilario
and Vhong Navarro in the
popular ’90s dance group
Streetboys.

Like an extended flash mob
act, the mass dancercise kept
the crowd moving for minutes.
We can tell from the big
beams despite all the sweating
and puffing that ACians had
a good time knowing their
effort of reaching their health
goals can be achieved through
Zumba.
“Siyempre masaya. Hindi
ko rin inexpect na isa ako
sa mapipiling makasayaw si
Mark Cramer then habang
sumasayaw kami sa stage with
him hindi ko maiexplain yung
saya na nararamdaman ko.
Then siyempre, I grabbed the
opportunity. I hugged him. Ang
pogi e,” Ryan Ruiz exclaimed in
an interview.

DANCING TO THE GROUND. Backstreet Boys' Mark Kramer Pastrana leading
the Zumba Fiesta Party of the Intramurals 2018 together with other school's staffs on
the stage, November 27, 2018. (Photo by Jason Agsunod)

